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Abstract
The rapidly increasing number of cores available in multicore processors does not necessarily
lead directly to a commensurate increase in performance: programs written in conventional
languages, such as C, need careful restructuring, preferably automatically, before the benefits
can be observed in improved run-times. Even then, much depends upon the intrinsic capacity
of the original program for concurrent execution.
Using software techniques to parallelize the sequential application can raise the level of gain
from multicore systems. Parallel programming is not an easy job for the user, who has to
deal with many issues such as dependencies, synchronization, load balancing, and race condi-
tions. For this reason the role of automatically parallelizing compilers and techniques for the
extraction of several threads from single-threaded programs, without programmer intervention,
is becoming more important and may help to deliver better utilization of modern hardware.
One parallelizing technique that has been shown to be an effective for the parallelization of
applications that have irregular control flow and complex memory access patterns is Decoupled
Software Pipeline (DSWP). This transformation partitions the loop body into a set of stages,
ensuring that critical path dependencies are kept local to a stage. Each stage becomes a thread
and data is passed between threads using inter-core communication. The success of DSWP
depends on being able to extract the relatively fine-grain parallelism that is present in many
applications.
Another technique which offers potential gains in parallelizing general purpose applications
is slicing. Program slicing transforms large programs into several smaller ones that execute
independently, each consisting of only statements relevant to the computation of certain, so-
called, (program) points.
This dissertation explores the possibility of performance benefits arising from a secondary
transformation of DSWP stages by slicing. To that end a new combination method called
DSWP/Slice is presented. Our observation is that individual DSWP stages can be parallelized
by slicing, leading to an improvement in performance of the longest duration DSWP stages.
In particular, this approach can be applicable in cases where DOALL is not. In consequence
better load balancing can be achieved between the DSWP stages.
Moreover, we introduce an automatic implementation of the combination method using Low
Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) compiler framework. This combination is particularly effective
when the whole long stage comprises a function body. More than one slice extracted from a
function body can speed up its execution time and also increases the scalability of DSWP.
An evaluation of this technique on six programs with a range of dependence patterns leads
to considerable performance gains on a core-i7 870 machine with 4-cores/8-threads. The results
are obtained from an automatic implementation that shows the proposed method can give a
factor of up to 1.8 speed up compared with the original sequential code.
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Many improvements in both commodity hardware systems and compiler optimization tech-
niques have occurred in the last decade, thus raising application performance. A range of
microarchitectural techniques such as the superscalar issue, out-of-order execution, on-chip
caching, and deep pipelines supported by sophisticated branch predictors, have been used to
enhance the performance of single thread applications in a highly effective way (Spracklen and
Abraham, 2005). By continuously doubling the number of transistors in each processor gener-
ation, as shown in figure 1-1, the increment in the performance of single thread programs has
become clear especially due to recent increases in processor clock speed.
According to figure 1-2, which illustrates the evaluation of a range of processors using the
SPEC benchmark suite (SPEC, 2013), there was a continuous improvement in the performance
of single-threaded application until about 2004, but after this the increase stopped. Many
factors caused this, however, two of them have had a major impact. The first one relates to
processor clock speed, where it is impossible for the processor designer to increase the processor
clock speed without overcoming the barriers of power and thermal design. The second factor
is that although there was stability in increasing the number of transistors, the creation or
development of a new microarchitcture was becoming impossible without addressing power and
heat budgets (Bridges, 2008).
A new strategy has been introduced by processor designers that has involved steadily in-
creasing in the number of transistors, through which many cores are placed in one chip. These
multiple cores on a single chip combine to replicate the performance of a single faster proces-
sor. The individual cores on a multi-core processor do not necessarily run as fast as the highest
performing single-core processors, but they do improve overall performance by handling more
tasks in parallel (Venu, 2011). Moreover, if one core in the multi core system stops working the
rest will continue without reduction in the overall performance in a full working system. This
property is termed fault-tolerance. Also, static power consumption can be reduced because if
one of the cores is not needed it can be switched off (Han, 2010).
Recently, many general purpose processors have been marketed with four, twelve or sixteen
cores. For example, Intel introduced Core-i5 and Core-i7 processors having four cores placed in
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Figure 1-1: Number of transistors integrated per die for Intel x86 processors. Adapted
from (Wikipedia, 2011) , updating Intel (Intel-Corporation, 2002)
the same die, respectively, while the OpteronTM processor from AMD has sixteen cores (AMD,
2013). In addition, the POWER processor with twelve cores per socket has been released by
IBM (IBM, 2013) and finally, UltraSPARC T1 and T2 processors2 from SUN have eight cores
each (Vachharajani, 2008), with more being expected in the future.
While incremental increases in the number of cores improve the performance of multi
threaded applications, no gains have been made from this strategy for single thread application.
Various techniques have been presented to discover the parallelism in such applications. Re-
garding this, in the late 1960s much research began in the field of parallel languages, compilers
and distributed techniques. However, while they made noticeable progress on instruction level
parallelism where multiple low-level instructions are executed at the same time, parallelizing
general program application still requires more work.
There are a number of reasons making parallel programming difficult (Bliss, 2007):
1- The process of converting a sequential program to parallel is complex as it needs: par-
2
Figure 1-2: Normalized SPEC scores for all reported confgurations beween 1993 and 2007.
Adapted from (SPEC, 2013)
titioning and mapping the sequential program with its complex data structure to the
parallel parts.
2- Synchronization techniques are required to coordinate the processor work.
3- Writing an efficient parallel program is the hardest task and significant attention needs
to be paid to balancing program communication and computation.
Two predominant methods have been put forward to enhance the performance of the single
threaded program by translating it into a multi threaded application, first, by having the
programmer accomplish this and, second by assigning this responsibility to the compiler.
Rewriting single-threaded applications as multi-threaded applications by the programmer
is one solution that has been used to speed up single-threaded applications. Unfortunately,
many difficulties have emerged from the rewriting process, not least because it is an error-
prone task. Consequently, although this rewriting process can give more parallelism and hence
better results, if it is undertaken by an expert programmer, it is still a costly process and time
consuming (Tournavitis et al., 2009). Another challenge that the developer has to address is that
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of testing and debugging the program. Finally, additional concerns regarding synchronization
issues, such as deadlock, race conditions, etc. have to be overcome.
Many languages have been designed to help the programmer to parallelize single thread
application by providing them with the constructs and annotations. However, the job of
identifying the right place for these constructs to express the parallelism is still left to the
programmer. Examples of these languages and language annotations are High Performance
Fortran (Loveman, 1993), MPI (MPI, 2013), OpenMP (OpenMP, 2013), Cilk (Frigo et al.,
1998), StreamIt (Thies et al., 2002) and Atomos (Carlstrom et al., 2006). It is easy for the
programmer to use these constructs with regular and structured parallelism, but for general
purpose programs that do not have this type of parallelism the effectiveness of applying these
structures is very limited (Raman, 2009). The gains from manual rewriting can be spectacular
[table2,(Bischof et al., 2012)] but the cost ( 6 or more skilled person months) are great. Hence
we ask whether we can achieve ( some of ) these gain automatically.
The alternative approach to a multi-threaded application is using an automatic parallelizing
compiler. Through this the difficulties and costly efforts of the previous solution are alleviated
by giving the job of translating the single threaded application to a multi-threaded one to the
compiler without programmer intervention. The compiler will look at all the sequential code in
the single threaded program and try to find the best program part that is suitable to execute in
parallel. Moreover, this compiler is not only concerned with developing a new parallel program,
but it can also help a legacy program to take advantage of the multi-core system (Kim et al.,
2000; Vachharajani, 2008).
Additionally, it allows the compiler to adjust automatically the amount and type of paral-
lelism extracted based on the underlying architecture, just as instruction-level parallelism(ILP)
optimizations relieve programmers of the burden of targeting their applications to complex
single-threaded architectures. The process of converting the sequential program to a parallel
one can be divided into three phases. First, it needs some compiler techniques to analyse the
relationship between program statements, to find data and control dependency. Second, it has
to employ the information collected from the first phase to discover the program sections that
have potential parallelism and finally the parallel code needs to be produced (Kim et al., 2000).
The essential problem is getting the correct transformation to respect the dependencies in the
program. In general, the greater the accuracy of the dependency information that is discovered,
the more effective the parallel coding that can be produced. Thus, a great deal of effort has
been spent on developing dependence representations that can provide accurate results. One of
the most efficient and powerful program representations that can help in the program analysis
and capturing dependent information is the Program Dependency Graph (PDG) (Zhao and
Rinard, 2003), which has the ability to represent both data and control dependencies. Then
the potential parallelism can be revealed through the dependency relationship between program
instructions (Ferrante et al., 1987).
The richest part in the program as a source of parallelism is the loop body, because it
is executed repeatedly. That is, many loop iterations can be separated across multiple cores
and executed in parallel. Different cores can execute different loop iterations simultaneously.
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This will be a straightforward process if there are no dependencies between the loop iterations.
Many automatic techniques with different degrees of applicability and efficiency regarding the
extraction of parallelism from the loop body have been proposed. In particular, significant
progress was achieved in parallelizing the loop body from the 1980s to 1990s by using the
DOALL and DOACROSS techniques (Tournavitis et al., 2009).
DOALL is one of the techniques that extracts parallelism by executing loop iterations in
parallel and has achieved success in scientific and numerical applications. However, it is inappli-
cable when there is an inter-iteration dependency between loop iterations. The other technique
is DOACROSS, which works in a similar way to DOALL, but has the ability to handle any
inter-iteration dependency that occurs, when the current loop iteration is dependent on the re-
sult from the previous one. Both DOALL and DOACROSS along with several other techniques
that have the ability to discover the parallelism and convert a single threaded application to
a multi threaded one have been integrated in some research compilers such as the Fortran-D
compiler (Hiranandani et al., 1993), SUIF (Hall et al., 2005), Polaris (Blume et al., 1994),
etc (Raman, 2009).
However, most of these previous techniques that operate on an array with regular access
have limitation in applicability, because many general purpose applications have irregular con-
trol flow and complex memory access. Thus, parallelizing this type of application is still an
incomplete research area. One of the techniques that has shown the power to parallelize irregular
application patterns is the Decoupled Software Pipeline (DSWP), which addresses the problem
in a different way. That is, instead of separating loop iterations on different cores by giving each
to one thread, DSWP partitions the loop body into pipeline stages, thus ensuring that critical
path dependences are kept stage-local. Each of these stages will be given to different threads
and the dependency between threads is broadcast using inter core communication (Bridges,
2008; Li et al., 2011).
Another technique which has shown potential in parallelizing general purpose applications is
slicing, more precisely, the “Backward slice” which is appropriate for multiprocessors, because
it has the ability to decompose such applications into independent slices that are executed in
parallel.
Once the statement that represents a seed for backward slicing has been identified, the
statements that have dependency relations with this seed statement are extracted and can
execute in parallel (Wang et al., 2009). In the next section more details are provided on the
problem of extracting parallelism and a solution is put forward.
1.1 Problem Description
As explained above, DSWP represents the most successful method, for parallelizing general
purpose applications that have irregular control flow and complex memory access patterns
using pointers. Unlike the other parallelizing techniques, namely DOALL and DOACROSS,
that work by separating the loop iterations on available cores, it divides the loop body into
several stages and gives each stage to the thread where each stage can be independently executed
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forming a pipeline.
The way that the loop body is divided in this method guarantees that the critical path
dependency will be thread local. Moreover, the dependency between DSWP stages should be
respected in order to get correct execution. Both long communication latencies between threads
and the variable latency within each thread can be tolerated by keeping the critical path
dependency thread local and decoupling the execution of the threads, respectively (Bridges,
2008; Li et al., 2011). Although DSWP has the ability to parallelize a wide range of applications,
its performance is degraded when there are unbalanced stages. Under these circumstances,
because each stage of the pipeline is given to a single thread and the amount of work given to
these threads is unequal, then some DSWP threads will take more time to finish their work
than others. Also, this time can grow proportionally with the amount of work leading to the
negation of any benefit from using DSWP.
The solution proposed in this thesis involves focusing on exploring whether and how DSWP
can be enhanced to enable more transformation in combination with other parallelizing tech-
niques. More precisely, the main feature of the proposed method is applying backward slicing
to the longest stage emerging from the DSWP transformation. The slicing technique is a de-
composition technique that involves the extracting a group of statements for a given variable
in a program. This group of statements has an influence or likely influence on computing a
variable at a certain point in the program (Binkley and Gallagher, 1996), where these extracted
slices offer scope for execution in parallel.
Moreover, it is shown that DSWP/Slice combination provides a new alternative in cases
where the previous methods such as DSWP+ (Huang et al., 2010) are inapplicable and also that
the approach presented here can increase the scalability of these methods. This is particularly
effective when the whole stage represents a function body. That is, instead of giving the whole
of stage that represents the function body to one thread, it can be distributed across n threads,
depending on the number of slices extracted, within this case, one thread running the first stage
and n more running S1, S2, . . . , Sn (the extracted slices from the second stage).
As a consequence the contributions of this thesis are as follows
1- It gives a new alternative method to improve the performance of DSWP in cases where
the previous DSWP+ (Huang et al., 2010) is inapplicable.
2- It introduces an initial implementation of the automatic compilation of the DSWP/Slice
method.
3- It evaluates this method with several programs, both artificial and real.
4- It evaluates the effect of using the lock-free buffer.
5- It implements the whole process in the framework of the LLVM compiler.
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1.2 Outline
The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 sets out the background and includes a descrip-
tion of some of the concepts and essential information regarding graph theory as well as the
terminology that will be employed throughout the work. It also includes a brief explanation
of static single assignment, program dependency graph representation along with providing
an introduction to the LLVM Low Level Virtual Machine) architecture and its intermediate
representation. It also describes some of the LLVM optimization passes and classes that have
been used in this thesis. Chapter 3 presents an overview of several parallelizing techniques and
is divided into two parts. The first starts by considering the slicing technique and its various
forms, then it describes two methods that have been used to extract slices which are the control
flow graph and program dependency graph. Finally, there is a review of the research literature
that has used the slicing technique in parallelism. The second part of chapter 3 introduces
loop parallelizing techniques, specifically: DOALL, DOACROSS, and DSWP. Also, it reviews
some analytical studies regarding these methods that have revealed the difficulties that have
prevented their being used in general purpose programs as well as examining the difference
between DSWP and these other techniques. Finally, it considers some of the research literature
that has applied DSWP techniques. In chapter 4, the implementation of the proposed method
is presented. The work that has been carried out by (Fuyao Zhao, 2011) to implement the
DSWP in LLVM (see section 2.4) has been adapted to make it suitable for the DSWP/Slice
technique. Chapter 5 contains an evaluation of the automatic implementation of the proposed
method presented in chapter 4. Several programs are used to evaluate and discuss the results
obtained from applying this method, with some being artificial and the others real. This chap-
ter also shows how this method enables the automatic extraction of parallelism. The evaluation
is divided into three parts, with the first discussing the effect of the Lock-Free buffer technique
on the performance of DSWP. The second shows how the DSWP/Slice technique can improve
the performance of long stage DSWP with different program patterns and finally, there is con-
sideration of the effect of buffer size and the slice length on the performance of the DSWP/Slice
technique. Finally, chapter 6 contains a summary of the research, its contribution to the field




This chapter provides background information and terminology regarding graph theory con-
cepts. It also includes a discussion of the fundamental principles in the field of program represen-
tation. In particular, it explains Static Single Assignment (SSA) and the Program Dependency
Graph (PDG) representation that are both going to be employed throughout the thesis. More-
over, there is a brief introduction to the LLVM architecture and some of its classes that have
been used to implement the research work.
2.1 Definition and Terminology
2.1.1 BasicBlock
A Basic block is linear sequence of instructions that has a single entry and exit point. The
semantic of basic blocks are that all the instructions in this block are executed sequentially.
Every basic block starts with a label and ends with a branch instruction and there is no other
branch or label. For example, consider the code in figure 2-1 the instructions at lines 9,10
and 11 form a basic block, whilst that at line 7 starts another basic block that ends with
a conditional branch that has two operands which represent the two outputs of the while
statement (Muchnick, 1997; Appel and Palsberg, 1998).
2.1.2 Directed Graph
• Graph G: A graph is a finite set of ordered pairs G(V,E), where V represents the set of
the vertices and E set of the edges,
• Vertex V: A vertex, V, represents a node in a graph. In program representations such as
a Control Flow Graph (CFG) or Program Dependency Graph (PDG), every statement,
predicate (e.g. if-then, while, etc.) or basic block is represented by a vertex.
• Edge E: In graphical representations, edges represent relationships between two vertices
written as vi −→ vj
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• Path P: A path is a sequence of vertices vi, vi+1,. . . , vj , where there is a directed edge
between each consecutive pair of vertices 〈vk, vk+1〉.
• Predecessors/Successors: If there is a directed edge between two vertices vi −→ vj ,
vi is a predecessor of vertex vj and vj a successor of vertex vi (Muchnick, 1997).
2.1.3 Control Flow Graph (CFG)
A Control Flow Graph (CFG) is a common intermediate representation for a program. Each
edge in this graph represents a flow of control for the execution of the program and each node
represents a basic block. Two special vertices or nodes are contained in this graph, START and
STOP. Through the former node the control can enter the first basic block in the control graph
and is also the predecessor of the first basic block. Through the latter the control can leave the
control graph and it represents the successor of the last basic block in the control flow graph.
The edge vi −→ vj represents the control flow edge signifying that the program is going to
execute vertex vj after vertex vi. Each node has no more than two outgoing edges and if they
are both present this means a test is carried out to decide which control edge is taken. The
outgoing edges can be labelled “True” or “False” depending on the test outcome. Figure 2-2
represents the CFG for the code in figure 2-1. All the edges in this graph represent the control
flow for this program, while the triangular boxes represent basic blocks or nodes.
Several of the additional relationships between CFG vertices need to be defined (Muchnick,
1997) :
• Dominance:
A vertex vi dominates a vertex vj in the CFG if all control flow paths from BEGIN to vj
pass through vi.
• Post Dominance:
A vertex vj postdominates a vertex vi if all control flow paths from vi to END pass
through vj .
• Strict (Post) Dominance: A vertex vi strictly (post)dominates a vertex vj if vi
(post)dominates vj and vi 6= vj .
• Immediate (Post) Dominance:
A vertex vi is the immediate (post)dominator of a vertex vj if vi strict(post)dominates vj
and no other vertex vc exists such that vi strict(post)dominates vc and vc (post)dominates
vj
• Dominance Frontier:
A dominance frontier for vertex vi contains all vertices vj , such that vi dominates an





4 reverse = 0;
5 scanf("%d\n" ,&n);
6
7 while (n != 0)
8 {
9 reverse = reverse * 10;
10 reverse = reverse + n/ 10;
11 n = n/10;
12 }
13 printf( "%d\n",reverse );
14 return 0;
15 }














A Definition-Use (DU chain) is a data structure for a variable, X, where U represents all
its uses and D represents all its definitions, that is the definition of this variable X can
reach its use without an intervening definition.
2.1.4 Strongly Connected Component (SCC)
A strongly connected component (SCC) is a sub-graph of the original directed graph in which
for each node n there is a path to all other nodes. For example, see the graph in figure 2-3. In
this graph there are two SCCs. The first comprises the nodes 1, 2 and 3 where there is a path
from node 1 to node 2, from node 2 to node 3 and finally from node 3 to node 1 which creates
a cycle. The second comprises the nodes 4 and 5.
2.1.5 Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)
Any directed acyclic is contained in an SCC, so if every SCC represent one node, the directed





Figure 2-3: Strong Connected Component
4,51,2,3
Figure 2-4: Direct Acyclic Graph for
Strong Connected Component
obtained from the figure 2-3 after merging all the nodes that configure SCC in one node.
2.2 Program Dependency Graph (PDG)
A program dependency graph (PDG) is an intermediate program representation, which is a pair
of graphs: the data and the control dependency graphs. Unlike the flow graph, a PDG has the
important property that it can represent all the data and control dependencies in a program. A
PDG represents a program as a graph, each operator and operand being corresponding nodes in
the graph and the dependency between these are corresponding edges. Two types of dependency
edges are found in a PDG, the first being data dependency edges, which occur when a variable
defined in one statement is used in another and the output will be incorrect if the order of these
statements is reversed. For example in:
A = B ∗ C (S1)
D = A ∗ E + 1 (S2)
the output of the second statement S2 is dependent on the statement S1 and so if the statement
order is changed the value of D will be incorrect. The second type is control dependency edges,
which occur when the execution of the second statement is controlled by the first. For example
in the code below:
if(A)then (S1)
B = C ∗D (S2)
endif
The execution of statement S2 is controlled by the execution of the predicate A in statement
S1. In the next subsection the main two components of a PDG, which are the data dependency
graph and control dependency graph, are defined (Ferrante et al., 1987).
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2.2.1 Data Dependency Graph
In this graph, each node represents a statement in the program and the directed edges repre-
sent the dependency. The data dependency definition comes from the idea that there is one
statement assigning a value to the variable and another statement uses this value later on.
More formally, a data dependency exists between two statements S1 and S2 with respect to the
variable x, if this variable x satisfies the following three conditions.
1- Variable x is defined at statement S1.
2- Variable x is used at S2 and,
3- There is a path in the program from S1 to S2 that does not have another definition for
the x variable.
Three types of data dependency can be found in a program:
• Flow Dependence Dependency from a write to a read of either a register or a memory
location, termed true dependency, which cannot be broken by renaming. For example
look at the two statements below where S2 depends on the statement S1.
x = 10 (S1)
y = x+ c (S2)
• Anti Dependence Dependency from a read to a write of either a register or a memory
location is a false dependence, called an anti dependence, because it can be broken by
making the write use a different name than the read. In the example below the variable
y exists in S1 and S2 and this dependency can be broken by renaming this variable.
x = y + c (S1) x1 = y1 + c1 (S1)
y = 10 (S2) y2 = 10 (S2)
• Output Dependence Dependency from a write to a write of either a register or a
memory location is also a false dependence, but called output dependence, which can
be broken by making one of the writes use a different name. In the following example,
renaming the variable x can break the dependency (Ferrante et al., 1987).
x = 10 (S1) x1 = 10 (S1)
x = 20 (S2) x2 = 20 (S2)
Note that we may need to introduce a Φ-function ( see 2.3) Additional classifications can be
added to the DDG which are:
• loop-carried dependency A loop-carried dependency occurs because of the loop iter-
ations, with the latter iteration depending on the former one. Consider the piece of code
below. In each loop iteration except the first, the execution of S2 depends on the value
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1. int i=0;
2. int sum = 0;
3. while (i<8){
4. sum += i;
5. i++;
}
6. print sum ;





Figure 2-6: Data Dependency Graph
of A[i] that has been computed from the previous iteration. The same applies for the
statement S1: the new value for A[i+1] depends on the value of F[i] that has been
computed in the previous iteration. For this, loop iterations can not execute in parallel,
this because both of these statements have loop carried dependency (Kennedy and Allen,
2002; Tip, 1995).





• loop-independent A loop-independent term means the execution of the loop iterations
does not depend on their order. The loop iterations in the code below have the ability
to execute in parallel, because the execution of the statement S2 depends on the value of
A[i] that has been calculated at statement S1 at the same iteration (Tip, 1995).
1 for (i=1 ;i<N; i++)
2 {
3 A[i] = B[i] + C S1
4 D[i] = A[i] + E S2
5 }
Figure 2-6 shows the data dependency graph for the piece of code in figure 2-5.
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2.2.2 Control Dependency Graph(CDG)
In this subsection the Control Dependency Graph (CDG) is defined in terms of the Control Flow
Graph (CFG) and dominators. That is, the Control Flow Graph of a program P is a directed
graph(N,E,START,STOP), where N and E represent the set of nodes and edges respectively.
Each node n in this graph G represents either a statement or a control predicate and each edge
(n,m)E indicates the possible flow of control from node m to n. In addition, two unique nodes,
START and STOP, represent the entry and exit nodes in the CFG graph and each node in the
CFG has at most two successors. The node v is post-dominated by a node w, if all paths from
v to the STOP node contain w. Moreover, in the control flow graph G, if x, y and z are nodes,
then y is control dependent on x if and only if (Ferrante et al., 1987; Sreedhar et al., 1999):
• There is a direct path p from x to y and this path has another node called z (which is
different than x and y) where node y post-dominates by z.
• Node y does not post-dominate x.
Two exit nodes for node x must be available if y is control dependent on x. One of these exits
always leads to y, however the other exit may not lead to y.
Construction of the CDG from the CFG of graph G (Appel and Palsberg, 1998) is achieved
as follows:
• Construct the reverse control-flow graph G′ where every y −→ x edge will be transformed
to a x −→ y one and the START point in the G will be the STOP point in the G′ .
• Computing the dominator tree for G′ , where computing the post-dominator in the control
flow graph is equivalent to computing the dominator tree for the reverse control flow graph.
• For all nodes of G′ dominance frontiers DFG′ should be calculated.
• The edge x −→ y is one of the CDG edges if the node x ∈ DFG′ [y]. Figure 2-7 shows the
CDG for the program in figure 2-5.
2.3 Static Single Assignment
Static single assignment (SSA) is a common and efficient intermediate representation that
simplifies the implementation of program optimizations. It is used as the base stage for a
variety of optimization algorithms for producing optimization compilers (Sreedhar et al., 1999;
Srinivasan and Grunwald, 1991). The SSA algorithm traverses the control flow graph (CFG)
and transforms the input code to SSA form. A CFG is a directed graph, with every sequence
of consecutive statements representing a basic block in a program, which corresponds to a node
in the graph. The most powerful feature of SSA is that each variable in a program has been
assigned once. That is, a single value is given to each variable and every use of that variable
has exactly one reaching definition (Srinivasan and Grunwald, 1991). To produce an SSA form






Figure 2-7: Control Dependency Graph for the program in figure 2-5
A = 1




B1 = A1 + 2
A2 = B1
(b)
Figure 2-8: (a) Original code fragment. (b)SSA form
name one time during its life and all uses of this variable by other statements are consequently
renamed (Brandis and Mössenböck, 1994). For example, figure 2-8a and figure 2-8b represent
the set of statements before and after converting this set to SSA form. As can be seen, there
are two definitions for the variable A in statements 1 and 3. The first variable is assigned the
name A1 and all uses before the second definition, which is above statement 3, are assigned this
name. Subsequently, the second definition of a variable is assigned the name A2 and likewise,
all its uses employ this name. That is, both the names A1 and A2 are value names and all uses
for these should be given the same name (Srinivasan and Grunwald, 1991). SSA introduces
another function called the Φ-function for programs that have branch or join nodes. This is
because such programs do not know in advance which branch will be taken as they only deal
with static data flow. The Φ-function can merge distinct values and produce a new value name,
which is used to indicate that the exact value of a variable is no longer known (Srinivasan and
Grunwald, 1991; Brandis and Mössenböck, 1994).
In the example shown in figure 2-9, without knowing the value of P at compilation time, it is
impossible to determine which path will be taken, in other words, which value for X reaches the
end of the conditional branch. Therefore, the Φ-function is inserted in the merge node, node
(5), which introduces the new value, named X4, which highlights the value of X2 or X3 that
will be taken. The SSA form has two main properties. The first one is that the use of a specific












1 I1 = 1
2 X1 = 5
3 IF P < 100 then
4 I2 = I1+1
5 X2 = X1+( I2+2 )
6 Else
7 I3 = I1+3
8 X3 = X1+(4*I3)
9 I4 = Φ(I2,I3)
10 X4 = Φ(X2,X3)
11 K1 = X4
(b)
Figure 2-9: (a) Original code fragment. (b) Final SSA form
multiple definitions to the same variable coming from different branches. The second, is that the
definitions dominate all uses, whereby any statement that uses the X variable must come from
the unique definition of that variable. For these reasons, many efficient optimization algorithms
use the SSA form as a platform, such as: constant propagation, dead-code elimination, code
motion, and so on (Brandis and Mössenböck, 1994).
2.4 LLVM
The Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) is a compiler framework that uses a combination of
a low level virtual instruction set with a high level information type. Development of this
compiler began in 2000, whereas the popular open source compiler, GCC, was established in
1985. The LLVM was developed as research infrastructure by Vikram Adve and Chris Lattner
at the University of Illinois and is written in C++. It involves a compilation strategy organized
as multi-stage optimization, performed at compile-time, link-time, runtime, and oﬄine. An
important part of the LLVM design is the intermediate representation (IR), which is the output
of the compiler front-end and this fornt-end is responsible for parsing the source code and
converting it into the intermediate representation code. This intermediate representation allows
for many traditional optimizations to be applied to LLVM code. Moreover, the LLVM IR is a low
level RISC like virtual instruction set that captures the key operations of ordinary processors,
like: add, subtract, compare and branch. That is, it presents an infinite set of typed virtual
registers, which can carry integer, floating and pointer values (Neustifter, 2010; Lattner and
Adve, 2002).
One of the benefits of the LLVM compiler is its ability to provide continuous optimization
throughout all the compilation stages (Ye, 2011). In the following subsections, first, there is a
brief introduction to the LLVM system architecture and its various stages (front end, LLVM
optimization and back end). In addition, further detail regarding IR and the uses of the static
single assignment form in the LLVM are provided. Finally, some of the LLVM passes and
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Figure 2-10: LLVM’s Implementation of the Three-Phase Design (Brown and Wilson, 2008)
classes used in the programming of DSWP and slicing, developed in this thesis, are described.
2.5 LLVM System Architecture
LLVM was designed to support multi-phase compilation which is the most common way to
design the traditional static compiler. The front end stage was constructed so as be able to
accept multiple languages. Moreover, this stage parses, validates and diagnoses errors in the
input code and then translates it into the LLVM virtual instruction set. During the second
stage, optimization, the LLVM IR passes through many analysis and optimization steps so as to
optimize the input code ready for the back end, also called the code generator, which is respon-
sible for producing the native machine code. Figure 2-10 illustrates these three stages (Brown
and Wilson, 2008).
2.5.1 Front-End
One of the advantages of the LLVM compiler is its variety of front ends, which has the capability
of supporting various programming languages, such as: Ada, C, C++, Objective C, Fortran,
Ruby and Python. The LLVM front-end translates the source language program into the
LLVM virtual instruction set. The front-end analyses the input program, performs architecture-
independent optimization and generates the intermediate representation (IR). Examples of
LLVM front-end compilers are LLVM-gcc and Clang.
The LLVM front-end is not responsible for producing directly an SSA form of the program.
Rather, this is achieved by the LLVM stack promotion (which promotes the stack allocation of
scalar values to reside in SSA registers) and scalar expansion (which expands local structures
to scalars) passes, which generate efficient SSA for the variables that can be allocated on the
stack (which of itself is not in SSA form). After expanding local structures to scalars with the




As explained above, the LLVM IR captures the basic operations of ordinary processors, like
add, subtract etc. and this instruction set is hardware independent. It uses the Static Single
Assignment (SSA) form and high level language independent type information. The LLVM
instruction set has 31 op-codes so as to avoid multiple ones for the same operation. In addition,
most operations in the op-codes are overloaded, which means that the same instruction can
be used with integer and floating point operands. This greatly reduces the number of distinct
op-codes as it is not necessary use different ones for unsigned integers and single or double
precision floating point values. The semantics of the operations and the type of result depends
entirely on the types of operands, regarding which a three-address code is used to represent
the operations, consisting of one or two operands and producing one result (Lattner, 2002;
Lattner and Adve, 2002). All function representations that result from the LLVM intermediate
representation have an explicit CFG which consists of a set of basic blocks. Each contains a
sequence of instructions and terminate with a special instruction, such as branch, return, which
has the ability to determine its successor. In addition, the first basic block in each function is
called the entry block, while the last is the return block (Lattner and Adve, 2004). Figure 2-11
illustrates simple C source code and the LLVM IR that corresponds to this is given in figure 2-12
Language-Independent Type System
The Language-Independent Type System is one of the important properties in the LLVM
design. There is a type associated with each SSA register and the memory object as well
as all the operations have to follow these strict type rules. Through the connection between
the information type and instruction op-code, the right semantics for each instruction will be
defined, for example, the difference between the floating point add and integer add.
LLVM contains a source-language-independent primitive types and four derivative types.
The former has predefined size, such as void, bool, signed/unsigned integer ranging from 8
to 64 bits and with single, double-precision floating-point types, while the derivative types
include pointers, array, struct and functions. Consequently, high level language types can be
constructed based on the primitive and derivative LLVM types, for example, the C++ classes.
Figure 2-13 shows some examples illustrating the types in LLVM.
The instruction operands in LLVM have restrictions in that all these instructions are strictly
typed, which helps to simplify the transformation and maintain type correctness. For clarifica-
tion, both operands of the add operation have to have same type, for example, both of them
could be int or float and the result would be either int or float, respectively. The same thing
applies for load and store instructions. The load instruction needs a pointer operand to load
from while the store instruction needs value to store and pointer to location where this value
store. If the value has specific type the stored location has to be a pointer to that type (Lattner
and Adve, 2002).
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1 unsigned add1(unsigned a, unsigned b) {
2 return a+b;
3 }
4 // Perhaps not the most efficient
5 // way to add two numbers.
6 unsigned add2(unsigned a, unsigned b) {
7 if (a == 0) return b;
8 return add2(a-1, b+1);
9 }
Figure 2-11: C source code. Adapted from (Brown and Wilson, 2008)
1 define i32 @add1(i32 %a, i32 %b) {
2 entry:
3 %tmp1 = add i32 %a, %b
4 ret i32 %tmp1
5 }
6 define i32 @add2(i32 %a, i32 %b) {
7 entry:
8 %tmp1 = icmp eq i32 %a, 0
9 br i1 %tmp1 , label %done , label %recurse
10 recurse:
11 %tmp2 = sub i32 %a, 1
12 %tmp3 = add i32 %b, 1
13 %tmp4 = call i32 @add2(i32 %tmp2 , i32 %tmp3)
14 ret i32 %tmp4
15 done:
16 ret i32 %b
17 }
Figure 2-12: Intermediate Representation. Adapted from (Brown and Wilson, 2008)
[40 x int] Array of 40 integer values.
[4 x int ]* Pointer to array of four int value.
float(int,int*)* Pointer to function that takes an int and a pointer
to int, returning float
{float, %funptr} Structure where the first element is float and the
second element is pointer to function
Figure 2-13: Examples of LLVM types
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uint %testfunc() {
%v = load int 4 ; Must load through a pointer
store int 42, float* %fptr ; Cannot store int through float pointer
%val = add int %val, 0 ; Definition does not dominate use
ret int* null ; Cannot return int* from function returning uint
}




Figure 2-15: Static Single Assignment
Using SSA in LLVM
SSA is essential to code representation in LLVM and as described in section 2.3, it is an inter-
mediate format that helps in optimization and increases instruction level parallelism (Lattner
and Adve, 2002; Neustifter, 2010). Figure 2-15 shows SSA form as applied to the LLVM IR.
For each instruction that computes a value, the LLVM implicitly creates a new virtual register
holding this. For example, the instruction (load int* % ret) converts to (% C1= load int* %
ret)and this property ensures that the traversal of the “def-use” chain is efficient. When han-
dling control flow, which path will be taken is initially unknown and therefore, SSA defines the
Φ node which is the special command that its value is to be determined depending on previous
control flow. In LLVM this command is the corresponding phi instruction and depending on
which basic block the control came from the incoming value can be determined (Lattner and
Adve, 2002; Neustifter, 2010).
The syntax of this instruction is: < result >= phi < ty > [< val0 >,< label0 >], . . .
In figure 2-16 C3 is assigned the value of C1, if the control reaches this instruction from




%C1= . . .
BB2:
%C2= . . .
Figure 2-16: LLVM representation
labelled BB2.
2.5.2 Optimization and the Pass system
The most powerful feature of the LLVM is the pass system. In fact, all of its analysis, optimiza-
tion, transformation, IR and machine code generation is carried out through passes, with each
being written as a C++ class that is derived (indirectly) from the pass class. Moreover, there is
dependency between the LLVM passes in that work in the current pass depends on that which
has been undertaken by a previous one. For this reason, the pass order should be respected
so as to prevent the current pass from destroying any work from previously run passes. The
LLVM pass manager is used to solve the interdependency between passes and to determine the
pass schedule. One of the main restrictions that LLVM passes must obey is that they only
have the right to modify the element inside the object (function, basic block) to which the pass
is applied. For example, a loop pass has the right to modify basic blocks inside the current
loop, but not at the same or a higher level, which thus provides the pass manager the ability to
schedule the passes in parallel. The LLVM optimizer has many different passes, which read the
LLVM IR, work a bit on it and then produce the optimized and faster codes. The optimization
structure has three parts:
1- search the program body to find the part that is wanted to be transformed.
2- confirm that this transformation is correct or safe.
3- perform the transformation.
In figure 2-17, the first part represents the most trivial transformation which is pattern matching
transformation on arithmetic identities and the second part shows it representation in LLVM
Instruction simplification interface that is used as utilities by the different of higher level
transformations have been provided by the LLVM for these type of peep-hole transformation.
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x-x is 0 ;
x-0 is x and
(x * 2) - x is x
===== first part
and the following shows how these expressions are represented in the LLVM
temp1 = sub i32 %x , %x
temp2 = sub i32 %x , 0
temp3 = mul i32 %x , 2
temp4 = sub i32 %temp3 , % x
====== second part
Figure 2-17: arithmetic identities and their intermediate
representation in LLVM
// X - 0 -> X
if (match(Op1, m_Zero()))
return Op0;
// X - X -> 0
if (Op0 == Op1)
return Constant::getNullValue(Op0->getType());
// (X*2) - X -> X
if (match(Op0, m_Mul(m_Specific(Op1), m_ConstantInt<2>())))
return Op1;
...
return 0; // Nothing matched, return null to indicate no transformation.
Figure 2-18: Pattern matching Optimization
These transformations that illustrate in figure 2-18 are contained in the SimplifySubInst
function .
Op1 and Op0 represent the two operands of a subtract instruction, left and right. However,
the two functions match and m_ help to carry out a declarative pattern matching operation on
LLVM IR code. For example, if the left hand side of a multiply operation is the same as Op1 then
the m_Specific function returns that there is a match between the Op0, which represents the
(X*2) and the output of the multiply operation. All these previous cases are performing such
pattern matching. These three cases of pattern matching, and all the others, are called from a
SimplifyInstruction transformation function that subsequently, returns the replacement, if
there is a simplification, but otherwise it returns a null pointer. Figure 2-19 clarifies how this
function is used. It scans all the instructions in a BasicBlock to see if there is any optimization
or simplification it can achieve. Where there is a simplification the replaceAllUsesWith
method will be called to update the code with the simpler form (Lattner, 2002).
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for (BasicBlock::iterator I = BB->begin(), E = BB->end(); I != E; ++I)
if (Value *V = SimplifyInstruction(I))
I->replaceAllUsesWith(V);
Figure 2-19: SimplifyInstruction used to apply transformations
The compilation strategy in LLVM has the ability to support multi-stage optimization
throughout the life time of the program, such as compile-time, link-time, runtime, and oﬄine.
Below illustrates the multi-stage optimisation of the LLVM compiler:
1- Compile Time: Front-end and Static Optimizer
The period in which the compiler translates the source code to machine code is called
compile-time and during this time the compiler does as much static optimization to al-
leviate the work of the link-time optimizer. As illustrated before, the main job of the
LLVM front-end is to translate the source language to the LLVM virtual instruction set.
In addition, it can do some language specific optimization such as transforming the call
of print function, for example, the printf("hello \n") in C and C++ languages to
puts("hello"). In addition, all the optimization or transformation passes in LLVM are
built into libraries, so the static compilers have ability to use some or all of them for
interprocedural optimization to enhance the code generation capabilities (Lattner, 2002).
2- Link Time: Linker and Interprocedural Optimizer
Similar to static optimization, link-time optimization also operates on the LLVM bytecode
file (This file is used to store the intermediate representation on disk in compacted form).
To speed up the link-time analysis and optimization, the link-time optimizer uses the
interprocedural summaries that have been computed at compile time as an input instead
of recomputing them. The interprocedural summaries are computed for each function in
the program and attached to its LLVM bytecode. Because most of the program parts
are present during this time it is the right place to accomplish aggressive interprocedural
optimization.
Both interprocedural analysis such as Data Structure Analysis, call graph construction,
and Mod/Ref analysis, as well as interprocedural transformation, such as inlining, dead
type elimination, dead argument elimination (Kowshik et al., 2002), constant propagation,
array bounds check elimination, simple structure field reordering and automatic pool
allocation (which is used to control the pool allocation library instead of general heap
allocation) are included in the LLVM (Lattner, 2002; Lattner and Adve, 2004).
3- Run Time: Profiling and Reoptimization
This optimization works by collecting profile information during program runtime. Then
it recompiles and reoptimizes the LLVM bytecode by using this information. There are
different techniques that the runtime optimizer uses to collect the profile information,
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examples which are: the PC sampling (Anderson et al., 1997)(which is used to find
the hot functions and loops) and path profiling (which detects the hot paths through
complex region code). This LLVM runtime optimizer has the ability to choose whether
to undertake aggressive optimization, which updates the LLVM bytecode and regenerates
machine code for it or perform light-weight optimization, which works directly on the
recompiled native machine code and which at the same time it refer to the LLVM bytecode
which has the high-level information, such as data flow and types (Lattner, 2002; Lattner
and Adve, 2004).
4- Idle Time: Oﬄine Reoptimizer
This type of optimization works during the idle time of the user’s computer. The reason
for this is that some of the application programs are large and none of the program part
are “hot”(it has the highest execution time) so the run time optimizer will not spend
time to improve them. The Oﬄine optimizer is used to assist this type of application
and also to assist other optimizations that need expensive analysis. Although the run-
time optimizer cannot find the hot piece of code appropriate for this optimization, it still
has the ability to find the most frequent paths executed. The profile information of the
program that has been collected from the run time optimizer with its LLVM bytecode
is used by the Oﬄine optimizer to accomplish aggressive profile driven interprocedural
optimization so as to recompile and reoptimize this application (Lattner, 2002; Lattner
and Adve, 2004).
2.5.3 Back-end
The back end or code generator is responsible for transforming the LLVM IR into the best
machine code for a given target. In other words, the job of the code generator is to produce
assembly or object code for different architectures that have different specifications. Two types
of passes need to be available to generate machine code for a target machine, the built in
passes, which run by default and individual passes, like: instruction selection, register allocation,
scheduling, code layout optimization, and assembly emission. Moreover, the target author has
the ability to select from default passes that suit his target machine requirements.
The above features give the target author the power to use these default passes to construct
the target machine code needed without having to write these passes right from the beginning.
For example, since the X86 machine has very few registers, it uses the register-pressure reducing
back-end scheduler (which is beyond the scope of this thesis), whilst the PowerPC machine uses
a latency optimizing back-end scheduler because it has many registers. However, this mix and
match process brings forward the problem that these shared components need to have some
information about the target machine, for example, the number of available registers. LLVM
solves this problem by supporting several description files that define the properties of a certain


































Figure 2-20: (a) Piece of code. (b) Control flow graph
2.5.4 Analysis Passes
As pointed out above, a key part of the LLVM system is its passes, which carry out most of the
work of the compiler, such as transformations and optimizations. Moreover, LLVM introduces
some analysis passes that have been used to analyse LLVM IR and collect the information to be
used during LLVM optimization. Below, some analysis passes that are employed in the current
work, where the piece of code in figure 2-20 and its CFG will be used for clarification.
1- Dominator Tree
This pass describes the relation among CFG basic blocks by providing dominance in-
formation that will be used by other passes as a common analysis. By applying the
terminology presented in section 2.1 in the figure 2-20 it can be determined that basic
block 2 dominates basic block 4, because all paths from 2 to 4 pass through 2, while basic
block 3 represents the intermediate dominator of basic block 4.
2- Loop Information
LLVM offers analysis to diagnose a natural loop (the loop that has one entry and can
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cause cycles in CFG) and the basic block that is contained within this loop. The loop
entry is called the header and it can be shared with other loops if there are nested ones.
Through the piece of code below the concept of back edge is illustrated (Grosser, 2011).
Consider figure 2-20, which represents the control flow of a piece of code, the edge 6-2 is
the back edge if basic block 2 is dominating all the basic blocks that can reach 6 without
passing through 2. The nodes (basic blocks) 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 all represent a natural loop,
where node 2 is the loop header. In addition, if a basic block presents in two loops L1
and L2 this means that one of these loops is the child of the other.
3- Alias Analysis
LLVM introduces several alias analysis passes that work together to deliver accurate
analysis information about the relationship between two memory accesses. The input to
this pass will be two memory addresses and the output result has one of the following
responses to describe the nature of the relationship (LLVM Project, 2013).
• no alias
means that these two pointers do not access the same memory location.
• may alias
means that these are incomplete or that there is no information about memory access
(two pointers might refer to the same memory address).
• partially alias
means that these two pointers do access the same memory object but do not start
at the same address.
• must alias
means that these two pointers do access the same memory location.
2.6 Some of the LLVM Classes and Pass
One of the first things that needs to be done when designing a new pass is to decide what class
should be used. In this section, some classes that have been used for this research to implement
the DSWP/Slice technique are discussed (LLVM Project, 2012).
• LoopPass class
The LoopPass works in reverse order such that it executes the inner most loop first and
the outer most last, with each loop in the function being considered independently of other
loops in that function. By using the LPPassManager interface, LoopPass subclasses have
the ability to update the loop nest. Three virtual methods belonging to the LoopPass
class are overlapped to do LoopPass work and their return values are true if they modify
the program of interest, but false otherwise. These methods are:
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– doInitialization(Loop, LPPassManager) method
This method assigns initial variable types and operation values. It works inde-
pendently and does not rely on the functions being processed. Moreover, the LP-
PassManager interface should be used to access function or module level analysis
information.
– The runOnLoop(Loop, LPPassManager) method
The runOnLoop is implemented to perform whatever action is necessary for the
specified Loop, such as transformation or analysis work. The return value of this
function is true if this loop is modified, but false otherwise and the LPPassManager
interface should be used to update a loop nest.
– The doFinalization() method
The doFinalization method is called for every loop in the program after the runOn-
Loop has finished its work.
• MemoryDependencyAnalysis class
This class is an analysis class that determines, for a given memory operation, which
preceding memory operations it depends on. The memdep pass uses alias analysis to pro-
vide high-level dependence information about memory-using instructions and will inform
which store feeds into a load.
Some of the MemoryDependencyAnalysis class members:
– getDependency (Instruction %*QueryInst)
This method returns the instruction on which a memory operation depends.
– getInst()
If this is a normal dependency, it returns the instruction that is depended upon, but
otherwise, the return is null.
– isDef()
Returns true if this MemDepResult represents a query that is an instruction defini-
tion dependency.
Figure 2-21 below shows a piece of code that illustrates how to collect different types of
dependency (true, output and anti dependences) from programs.
• Value Class
All values computed by the program that may be used as operands to other values use
the Value class as a base class. In addition, some classes use the Value class as a super
class, such as instruction or function and hence, this Value class is very important to these
classes. All values have a type as well as having a Use list that keeps track of which
other values are using this particular value and this Use list is called the def-use chain.
Figure 2-22 shows how the def-use chain can be used to determine which use employs a
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1 MemDepResult mdr = mda.getDependency(inst);
2 if (mdr.isDef ()) {
3 Instruction *dep = mdr.getInst ();
4 if (isa <LoadInst >(inst)) {
5 if (isa <StoreInst >(dep)) {




9 if (isa <StoreInst >(inst)) {
10 if (isa <LoadInst >(dep)) {
11 addEdge(dep , inst , DANTI);
// WRITE AFTER READ
12 }
13 if (isa <StoreInst >(dep)) {
14 addEdge(dep , inst , DOUT);
// WRITE AFTER WRITE
15 }
16 }
Figure 2-21: Memory dependency
1 for(BasicBlock :: iterator ii = BB->begin (); ii != BB->end (); ii++)
2 {
3 Instruction *inst = &(*ii);
4 for(Value :: use_iterator ui = ii->use_begin (); ui != ii->use_end (); ui++)
5 { if (Instruction *user = dyn_cast <Instruction >(*ui))
6 addEdge(inst , user , REG);
7 }
8 }
Figure 2-22: Register dependency
particular value (in this research this piece of code is used to find register dependency).
For instance, if an instruction named inst is assigned to a particular basic block BB and
we want to find all of the instructions that use it, then this is as simple as iterating over
the def-use chain of inst:
• Function Class
In LLVM, a function body consists of a list of basic blocks, with each having a set of
instructions. The last of these is a special one called the terminator instruction, which
represent either a branch instruction or a function return. Moreover, a function body has
two special basic blocks, an entry block which is the first block in it and an exit block
which is the last one. The entry block in a function body has two special properties:
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– It represents the entrance to the function body and it is the first block that will be
executed.
– It can not have a predecessor and also cannot have any phi nodes. Moreover, it is
not allowed to have branches to the entry block of a function body.
Some function class members that are used in passes for this research are:
– getFunctionType()
this function returns the type of the function.
– setCallingConv(CallingConv::ID CC)
sets the calling convention of this function call.
– getBasicBlockList()
Obtains the basic block contained in this function and the basic block list is empty
for external functions.
2.7 Summary
This chapter has introduced some of the concepts and essential information that are employed
throughout this thesis. To start with, graph theory definitions were given and some appropriate
terminology, e.g. CFG, SCC, DAGscc, dominator, post dominate have been discussed, which
represent the basis of understanding the PDG. Subsequently, some details of the CDG and
DDG were presented as well as explanation being provided regarding how they can be used
to construct the PDG that will be employed to design both Slice and DSWP techniques in
chapter 4. Moreover, a description was given of SSA representation and its uses in the LLVM.
Finally, there was an overview of the LLVM architecture and its three phase design which are
Front-End, Optimization and Back-End. Also some of the LLVM classes that have been used
to implement this current research have been presented. The next chapter discusses the slicing




Several parallelizing techniques have been proposed to enhance the performance of sequen-
tial legacy applications by transforming them into parallel ones. These techniques focus on
converting single-threaded applications to semantically equivalent multi-threaded versions that
can deliver a good performance across a wide range of applications. This chapter presents an
overview of several parallelizing techniques and it divides into three sections which are slicing,
extracting parallelism and the summary. The first section dealing with slicing technique which
is organized into nine (sub)sections. Section 3.1.1 focuses on the types of slices and section 3.1.2
discusses dynamic and static slices. Also two methods to compute slices depending on the CFG
and PDG are presented in subsections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4. Sections 3.1.5, 3.1.6 and 3.1.7 deal with
intraprocedure and interprocedure slices as well as interprocedural slicing in the presence of
aliasing. Section 3.1.8 considers the parallel execution of slices. And finally subsection 3.1.9
describes the application of program slicing. The second section presents some of the loop
parallizing techniques and is organized into four subsections. Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 focus
on Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) and Fine-grain Thread Level Parallelism (TLP). Sec-
tion 3.2.3 discusses Loop level parallelism (LLP) and presents three methods to parallelize the
loop body which are: Independent Multi-Threading (IMT), Cyclic Multi-Threading (CMT) and
Pipeline Multi-Threading(PMT). And finally section 3.2.4 describes the usage of the DSWP.
And last there is the summary section which introduces a brief overview of all parallelizing
techniques presented in this chapter.
3.1 Slicing
Given a statement s and subset v of the variables in the program p, the program slice (s,v)
is the set of all statements whose execution may be necessary for the correct computation of
the values of v (Binkley and Gallagher, 1996). It is computed by removing all the statements
from the program that have no effect on the slice criterion and is a pair(s,v). The extracted
statements are called a slice and the technique is called program slicing (Harman and Hierons,
2001). The slice concept was originally introduced by (Weiser, 1984), whose slice was called the
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executable backward static slice. The first term, executable, was because of the Weiser
requirement for the slice to be executable whilst still producing the same original program
behaviour and the backward term describes the way of computing the slice. That is, a control-
flow graph (CFG) was used as an intermediate representation to get a slice by traversing the
graph edge in a backward manner. Finally, he referred to it as a static slice because its
computation depended on static analysis of the program without considering the program
input(Binkley and Gallagher, 1996). In 1990 Horwitz et al. (1990) introduced the concept of
the forward slice, which is able to address the question ”What statements are affected by the
value of variables v at statement s?”.
Various slightly different notations of program slices have since been proposed, as well
as a number of methods to compute them. These varieties have emerged because different
applications require different properties (Weiser, 1984; Tip, 1995). Figure 3-1 illustrates slicing
of a sample program for a given slicing criterion. To see how slicing works, consider the simple
example fragment in figure 3-1 (a). The statements which are significant in this case are those




3 lines = 1;
4 chars = 1;
5 subtext = "";
6 c = getChar(text);
7 while (c != ’\eof’)
8 if (c == ’\n’)
9 then lines = lines + 1;
10 * chars = chars + 1;
11 else chars = chars + 1;
12 if (n != 0)
13 * then subtext = subtext + c;
14 n = n - 1;






3 lines = 1;
6 c = getChar(text);
7 while (c != ’\eof’)
8 if (c == ’\n’)
9 then lines = lines + 1;
15 c = getChar(text);
16 write(lines);
(b)
Figure 3-1: (a) An example program. (b) A slice based on slicing criterion < 16, {lines} >.
Adapted from (Silva, 2012)
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3.1.1 Types of Slices
There are several types of program slicing. Backward slicing at program point p is computed
by working backwards from this point and extracting all the instructions that may affect p and
removing any other ones (Tip, 1995; Zilles and Sohi, 2000). Forward slicing is the opposite
of backward slicing and in fact, many of the algorithms for the latter can be simply reversed
to work for the former. A forward slice at program point p is the program subset that may be
affected by p (Tip, 1995; Harman and Hierons, 2001).
A third type of program slicing which combines both backward and forward slicing is called
Chopping, being used in a wide range of applications (e.g. path condition, input validation,
and reducing a program for model checking). To compute chopping, slice chop(s, t) for a given
program P1, where s represents the source statement and t the target statement, which is
accomplished by collecting all the statements influenced by s, but those influencing t and then
identifying the intersections between them (Giffhorn, 2009).
In addition to these described types there are other ways of restricting slices, such asDicing
and Barrier slicing (Tip, 1995; Harman and Hierons, 2001). Dicing was introduced by Weiser
as a debugging methodology, which recognizes a set of statements in a slice that are likely to
contain a bug. Lyle and Weiser defined this process as: “remove those statements of a static
slice of variable that appears to be correctly computed from the static slice of an incorrectly
valued variable” (Chen and Cheung, 1993). After performing several tests for the program
output, some will be correct and others not. The statements that participate in the incorrect
slice and are not contained in the correct one will be more likely to contain the error. For
example, consider the program in figure 3-1, by specifying many of the criterion slicing points
like < 16, {lines} >,< 17, {chars} >. Assume that the slice for point < 16, {lines} > produces
incorrect output and is represented by the statement numbering 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15 and 16, while
the point < 17, {chars} > that produces the correct output is represented by the statement
numbering 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 15 and 17. The dicing slice pertaining to the statements that cause
the error will contain 3, 9 and 16 (Silva, 2012).
Barrier is a filtering slice which is an extension of a chopping slice, whereby a barrier
is introduced which is not allowed to be passed during slice computation, thus adding an
additional restriction or additional knowledge during the chopping slice computing. Using this
barrier the programmer can identify which parts of the program will be visited and which not.
For example, during program debugging, some parts are bug free so they should be excluded
from the slice so as to make the process more focused (Krinke, 2003). A set of nodes or edges
in the PDG will be associated with the slice barrier that will represent the fence that the
computation should be stopped at when reached. As a consequence the barrier slicing criterion
will have three entries < p, v, b >. The first two (p, v) have the same meaning as a static slice,
while (b) is a set of statement numbers that symbolizes a barrier (Silva, 2012).
In this thesis, a static backward slice is used because it preserves the original program


















Figure 3-2: Figure 1 :(a) Backward slicing . (b) Forward slicing. Adapted from (Zilles and
Sohi, 2000)
3.1.2 Static and Dynamic Slice
The main two ways to compute a slice are static and dynamic.
Static slice : According to Weiser’s definition, is a set of statements S in program P that
may affect the value of variable v at some point x. After constructing control and data depen-
dency for a program, a static slice can be computed by finding consecutive sets of indirectly
relevant statements. Under these circumstances, just static information will be used to compute
the slice and this preserves the effect of the code for every possible execution of the program,
thus resulting in the slice being correct for all inputs (Tip, 1995). The disadvantage with the
static slice is the resulting slice tends to be large (Lucia, 2001).
A Dynamic slice exploits specific information available about the input during its execu-
tion. Thus, through the execution of the program some statements are executed many times
with different values. For this reason the slice criterion that has been used in a static slice
is not enough to extract the dynamic slice. So, both of traditional slicing criterion and the
information on a particular execution of the program are used to extract dynamic slice. As a
consequence, the extracted slice will be correct for certain inputs.
That is, the only dependencies(data and control) that happen in the specific execution of
the program (for certain inputs) are taken into account (Tip, 1995), where the extracted slice
is smaller compared to the static slice. But there is a price to pay in terms of space and
time.The main benefit of forward slicing in dynamic execution is that the space complexity is
bounded as compared with the backward method, which needs to record the execution trace of
the program. That is, in a backward dynamic algorithm the execution trace of the program is
first recorded and then dynamic dependence relationships are driven by tracing backwards the
execution trace. Subsequently, these dynamic dependence relationships are used to compute
the dynamic slice. In contrast, a forward slice algorithm computes the dynamic slice during the
program execution trace without recording the execution trace (Korel and Yalamanchili, 1994).
Figure 3-3(b) shows the dynamic slice for the source code in Figure 3-3(a) with respect to the
sum variable for input n=0. Thus, the extracted dynamic slice will be statements numbered 4
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1 main()
































Figure 3-3: (a) An example program. (b) A static slice of a program with respect to the final
value of a variable sum.(c) A dynamic slice of program with respect to the final value sum for
input n=0. Adapted from (Tip, 1995)
and 10.
Most forms of program slicing are syntax preserving. That is, they leave the syntax of the
original program largely untouched and simply remove statements to create a program slice.
The exception to this rule is that if removing statements may cause a compilation error then
they may be altered (for example in Java, removing the ’then’ part of an if statement, where
the if statement does not use a block statement).
In most cases, dynamic slicing produces smaller slices than the static approach. However,
because the former needs to record program execution and analyses every statement in the
program, this makes run time overheads larger than for the latter. That is, a static slice
is faster because it is just needs to perform static analysis (Kumar, 2001). There are other
ways to compute slices, three of which are worthy of note here: Hybrid, Conditional and
Amorphous slicing.
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Hybrid slice: Because of the disadvantages of the previous dynamic and static slicing
methods in terms of the large time and space consumption for the dynamic slice and the
inaccurate and long slicing for the static one, Gupta et al. (1997) proposed the Hybrid slice.
This works as a combination of the last two slices, being more precise and smaller than the static
one and also less expensive than the dynamic one. The concept behind the hybrid slice is using
dynamic information in static analysis to eliminate a number of statements that will not have
been executed through a particular execution. This information that will be given to the slicer
is a set of breakpoints. Consider the program in figure 3-1, where there are four breakpoints
marked with ‘*’. By giving this information to the slicer it can predict which parts (depend
on the ‘*’ sign) are going to be executed and so the set of breakpoints {1, 13, 13, 13, 10, 13, 18}
can tell that both of the if statement branches will be executed. There are three entries in the
hybrid slicing criterion 〈p, s, {b1, · · · , bn}〉, where the first two have the same meaning as the
static slice, while the {b1, · · · , bn} symbolize sequence of breakpoints. Thus, the extracted slice
for the slicing criterion is 〈17, {chars}〉 as shown in figure 3-4 (Silva, 2012).
Conditional slice: It works as a link between a dynamic slice, which wants to know
everything about a program’s inputs, and a static slice which does not want to know any of
this. That is, it wants to know about the input without being so specific as to give precise values,
so the extracted slice depends on a condition. The first to start work with this slice were Ning
et al. (1994), while it was formally introduced for the first time by Canfora et al. (1994). The
slicing criterion for a conditional slice contains four entries < i, F, p, v >, where the i symbolizes
the subset of the input variables of the program, F is logic formula (set of potential inputs of
the program, where this input can be infinite), p is a statement of the program and finally,
v is a set of the variables that will be sliced. For example, the conditional slice that will be
extracted from the program in figure 3-1(a) based on slicing criterion 〈(test, n), F, 18, {subset}〉
for F = (∀c ∈ test, c 6=′ \n′.n > 0) is illustrated in figure 3-5.
In contrast to all the slicing techniques that depend on keeping the part of the semantic pro-
gram and its syntax, Amorphous slicing allows for making syntactic changes as long as the
relevant semantics are preserved (Harman and Hierons, 2001). That is some program transfor-
mation is used to produce this slice, which depends on simplifying the program and preserving
the semantics for specified slicing criterion. The obtained slice will be significantly smaller than
the traditional slice, because of the syntactic freedom giving permission to these transforma-
tions to perform more simplifications. For example, consider the program in figure 3-6(a). With
respect to the slicing criterion 〈3, {chars}〉, 3-6(b) will represent the interprocedural slice (to
be explained later) after removing statements 4, 5 and 6, while 3-6(c) represents the amorphous
slice after performing some simplification and evaluation.
3.1.3 Slicing Control Flow Graph
This section introduces the control flow graph as an intermediate representation that is used
as the basis of the process of computing the extracted slice where for each node in the CFG





4 chars = 1;
5
6 c = getChar(text);
7 while (c != ’\eof’)
8 if (c == ’\n’)
9
10




15 c = getChar(text);
16
17 write(chars );
Figure 3-4: Hybird slice based on slic-






5 subtext = "";
6 c = getChar(text);
7 while (c != ’\eof’)




12 if (n != 0)
13 then subtext=subtext ++c;
14 n = n - 1;




Figure 3-5: Conditional slice of fig-
ure 3-1(a) with respect to slicing criterion
〈(test, n), F, 18, {subset}〉 for F = (∀c ∈
test, c 6=′ \n′.n > 0). Adapted from (Silva,
2012).
1 program main




















2 chars = chars +1;
3 end
(c) program 3
Figure 3-6: Example of amorphous slicing. Adapted from (Silva, 2012)
1- REF (n) which represents the set of variables whose values are referenced at n.
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2- DEF (n) which represents the set of variables whose values are defined at n.
Computing a slice using a CFG consists of two steps: First, after the data flow information
is computed, this is used to extract a slice and is represented by a set of relevant variables. This
set of relevant variables for a certain point in the program < s, v >, represents all the variables
that affect directly or transitively the computation v at s. The second step is responsible for
determining the statements of the slice. So, to compute a slice for a straight line code, which
consists of a set of statements executed sequentially, the relevant set of information for a certain
point in the program has to be computed which comprises four steps:
• The relevant set is initialized to the empty set.
• Variable v is added to the relevant set.
• For two statements n and m, where n represents the intermediate predecessor for m,
relevant(m) is:
(relevant(n)−DEF (m)) ∪ (REF (m) if relevant(n) ∩DEF (m) 6= ∅)
• The third step is repeated for all of m’s predecessors and terminates when it reaches
ninitial, working backwards.
Consider column 5 in the table in figure 3.1, which represents the relevant set of a slice with
respect to < 8, a >. This relevant set is computed in backward order. That is, the relevant set
for statement 8 will be computed first, followed by that for statement 7 and the process will
be continuous until the first statement, when it stops. For example (Binkley and Gallagher,
1996):
relevant(7) = (relevant(8)−DEF (7)) ∪ (REF (7) if relevant(8) ∩DEF (7) 6= ∅)
= ({a} − {a}) ∪ ({b, c}if{a} ∩ {a} 6= ∅)
= {b, c}
After the relevant set has been defined these statements are accumulated to configure the final
slice and hence, this has the statements in lines 7, 6, 2 and 1. Both the relevant set and the
slice statements are computed in a single pass. For the structured control flow the previous
algorithm needs to be updated to manage this. That is, three things have to be added:
1- A new set, which is associated with the statement n and is called the control set, which
represents the predicate statements that control the execution of n’s statement directly.
2- An extra rule has to be added, which is related to a join statement (two nodes have
the same predecessor). That is, to compute the relevant set for this join node, both
the relevant sets for the nodes (statements) that are the join statement represents their
predecessor should be combined.
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Table 3.1: Relevant Sets for <8,a>
n statement refs(n) defs(n) relevant(n)
1 b=1 b
2 c=2 c b
3 d=3 d b,c
4 a=d d a b,c
5 d=b+d b,d d b,c
6 b=b+1 b b b,c
7 a=b+c b,c a b,c
8 print a a a
Table 3.2: Relevant Sets for <13,a>
n statement refs(n) defs(n) control(n) relevant(n)
1 b=1 b a
2 c=2 c a,b
3 d=3 d a,b
4 a=d d a a,b
5 if(a)then a b,c,d
6 d=b+d b,d d 5 b,d
7 c=b+d b,d c 5 b,c
8 else 5 c,d
9 b=b+1 b b 8 c,d
10 d=b+1 b d 8 c,d
11 endif b,c
12 a=b+c b,c a b,c
13 print a a a
3- Repeat calculating the relevant set. This happens in the presence of the loop and this
repetition occurs over the loop body until does not change the relevant set or slice.
Figure 3.2 shows the relevant set for the statement in column 2 in the presence of the if
statement with respect to <13,a>. This set is computed in backwards order, from line 13
until line 1. So the statements in lines 8 and 5 are included in this slice because relevant(10)
contains control(8) and statement 8 contains control(5). Both lines 5 and 8 are included in
this slice (Binkley and Gallagher, 1996).
3.1.4 Slicing with the PDG
Ottenstein and Ottenstein (1984) concluded that the PDG is the best and most efficient in-
termediate representation to extract slices, stating that “explicit data and control dependency
make the PDG ideal for constructing a program slice”. It gives the ability to slice program in lin-
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ear time on the number of nodes in the PDG. Both algorithms used to compute intraprocedure
and interprocdure slicing have three steps (Binkley and Gallagher, 1996):
1- Build the PDG for a given program (see chapter 2)
2- Slice the graph obtained from the first step.
3- Get the slice from the sliced graph.
Horwitz et al. (1989) introduced a adapted version of a PDG to that described by Ottenstein,
where each vertex in the directed graph represents an assignment statement or control predicate
and connects with other vertices by several kinds of edges. It has a special vertex called the
entry vertex. Moreover, the edges between two vertices represent control or flow dependencies
and the control dependency ones are labelled true or false. Control dependency happens if one
of the following conditions is true:
1- There are two vertices, u, which represents the entry vertex and v, which represents a
component in the program, which is not nested within a loop or condition. This edge is
given a true label.
2- There are two vertices, u, which represents the control predicate for a loop or condition
statement L and v, which represents a component immediately nested within L. For a
while-loop this edge is given a true label and for a conditional statement it is given a true
or false one.
Flow dependency happens between two vertices, v and u, if both of the following conditions
are true:
1- v defines a variable x and u uses it.
2- There is a path from v to u and this path does not have another definition for x.
In addition, two types of flow dependency can be seen in the PDG: loop carried and loop
independent.
1- Loop carried dependency, denoted by u →lc(L) v, exists if the flow dependency inside a
loop L has a back edge to the loop predicate.
2- Loop independent, denoted v →li u, exists if the flow dependency inside a loop L has no
back edge to the loop predicate .
The extracted slice with respect to vertex s, denoted by Slice(G, s), is a graph that contains
all vertices that can reach s via the flow (c) and/or control (f ) edges.
V (Slice(G,S)) = {v ∈ V (G) | v →∗c,f s} (3.1)
The edges of Slice(G, s) are those in the subgraph of G included in V (Slice(G, s)):
E(Slice(G,S)) = {v →f u ∈ E(G) | v, u ∈ V (Slice(G,S))} (3.2)
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U{v →c u ∈ E(G) | v, u ∈ V (Slice(G,S))} (3.3)
Figure 3-8 shows the PDG for the source code in figure 3-1 and the extracted slice with
respect to the program criterion (product, 10). The nodes in this graph represent the statements
in the program. The bold vertices represent the extracted slice while the black, light blue and
dark blue arrows represent control dependency, loop independent dependency and loop carried
dependency respectively. The black arrow between the statement that has label While(I >
N)do and second the statement that has label i := i+1 means that the execution of the second
statement is controlled by the execution of the first (Binkley and Gallagher, 1996).
Choi and Ferrante (1994) showed that the classical PDG is not an efficient representation
for constructing executable slices for programs that have arbitrary control flow (programs con-
taining goto). Consequently, they presented a modified version focused on making a change in
the PDG, but not the slicing algorithm. This new version they called the argument program
dependency graph (APDG), which has a set of fall-through edges that represent the lexical suc-
cessor of the goto statement in the source code. Because under this method slices are obtained
by removing some statements (like the goto statement), the fall-through edges are added to the
control flow graph (ACFG) to maintain the correct execution path after these statements have
been deleted. An alternative method that uses a separate graph to store additional information
without changing the PDG was introduced by Agrawal (1994). Because a jump statement does
not assign a value to any variables and has no predicate, there is no data dependency and
control dependency between program statements and it. Therefore under this modified version
a lexical successor tree and post-dominator tree are used to identify an appropriate jump state-
ment to include in a slice. If the nearest node to the jump statement in the post-dominator
tree in a slice is the same as the nearest node to it in the lexical successor in the slice, then the
jump statement will be omitted from the slice, otherwise it will be included (Agrawal, 1994).
3.1.5 Intraprocedure Slice
Intraprocedure slice concerns slicing the program without taking into account collecting in-
formation beyond the boundary of the main program (do not slice crosses the boundaries of
procedure calls). The Weiser slice was classified as an intraprocedural slice, however it was
not accurate enough to slice multi-procedure program. As consequence, it does not fail to
slice crosses the boundaries of procedure calls; consider the program in figure 3-9. By apply-
ing Weiser’s algorithm to extract a slice with respect to slice criterion < 16, {x} > the whole
program will be included in this slice except statement (11), (12) and (13). This incorrect
output happens because the Weiser algorithm does not slice the sum(x,1) statement alone but
slices all other statements that call the sum function, even the ones that are unrelated like
statement sum(lines,1). This happened due to this algorithm not memorizing the procedure
















Figure 3-7: An example program.
Figure 3-8: shows the PDG for the source code in figure 3-7 and the extracted slice of the program criterion
(product, 10). The bold vertices represent the extract slice.
3.1.6 Interprocedural slice
Here, a brief overview of interprocedural slicing is provided, although it is largely outside the




3 lines = 1;
4 chars = 1;
5 c = getChar(text);
6 while (c != ’\eof’)
7 if(c== ’\n’)
8 then sum(lines ,1);
9 else increment(chars );









19 procedure sum(a, b)
20 a = a + b;
21 return
Figure 3-9: An example of multi-procedure




4 chars = 1;
5 c = getChar(text);
6 while (c != ’\eof’)
7 if (c == ’\n’)
8
9 else increment(chars );









19 procedure sum(a, b)
20 a = a + b;
21 return
Figure 3-10: The slicing of a multi-procedure
program , program criterion < 16, {x} >
Adapted from (Silva, 2012)
with generating a slice for the entire program cross boundaries of procedure call (Lakhotia,
1992). Horwitz et al. (1990) presented an algorithm to compute interprocedure static slicing,
which depends on extension of the PDG, called a system dependency graph(SDG). The SDG
consists of a combination of a PDG for the main program and a procedural dependency graph
for each procedure, where the term system referring to a multi-procedure program (Binkley
and Gallagher, 1996).
The SDG is constructed from a collection of the producer dependency graphs which are
connected by interprocedural control and flow dependency edges. The SDG is similar to the
PDG, however several types of edges and vertices are added to it which do not exist in the
PDG, which are
1- Call statement, which is represented by the call vertex.
2- Parameter passing which is represented by four types of vertices. The first two of these
vertices represent the call site, actual-in/actual-out that symbolize actual parameters
passing. The second two represent the called procedure which are formal-in/formal-out
vertices, symbolizing the formal parameter passing.
3- Transitive dependence edges which represent the flow of dependency caused by called
procedure. These edges also called summary edges which connect between actual-in and
actual-out vertices.
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In addition, three more edges are added to the procedural dependency graphs to produce
the SDG:
1- The edge connecting the call-site vertex and entry vertex is called the control dependence
edge.
2- The edge connecting actual-in and formal-in is called a parameter-in edge.
3- The edge connecting actual-out and formal-out is called a parameter-out edge.
Figure 3-10 shows the slicing of a multi-procedure program, program criterion < 16, {x} > Hor-
witz et al. (1990); Silva (2012). Two pass interprocedural slicing over the graph is used to obtain
a more accurate slice. With respect to variable s, if it is in the procedure P, the first pass con-
cerns slicing the procedure P by identifying all vertices that reach s (which are contained in
P or in the procedure that is called P) without going through the procedures called by P or
called by P caller, whilst the second pass concerns the slicing vertices in the called procedure,
particularly those vertices that the summary edges use to move to the call site in the first
pass (Binkley and Gallagher, 1996).
3.1.7 Interprocedural slicing in the presence of aliasing
The aliasing concept means that there is more than one variable and these have different names
that can access the same memory location. Horwitz et al. (1990) introduced two methods to deal
with slicing programs that have call-by-reference and aliasing. That is, some adaptations need
to be made in the presence of aliasing, but the specific details of these methods are beyond the
scope of this thesis. The first method works by transforming the problem of interprocedural
slicing in the presence of aliasing to one that is alias free. This goal can be achieved by
mimicking the calling behaviour of the system to find out how variables are aliased for each
instance of procedure call. The advantage of this method is that it can provide a more accurate
slice, however, more time and space is needed to accomplish this conversion. The second
method depends on the generalization of the flow dependency to cover all dependencies that
happen owing to the presence of aliasing. Flow dependency exists between two vertices if all
the following conditions are true:
1- v and u are vertices, v defines variable x and u uses variable y.
2- x and y are potential aliases.
3- In the control flow graph there is a path from v to u and along this path there is no other
definition for x or y
The disadvantage of this method is that the produced slices are inaccurate and there may
be unrelated statements attached to them (Horwitz et al., 1990).
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Original Program
1 FOR I:=7 UNTIL 13
DO
2 IF PRIME(I)
3 THEN WRITE ("A")




SLICE 1 (PROJECTION "A" )
1 FOR I:=7 UNTIL 13
DO
2 IF PRIME(I)
3 THEN WRITE ("A")
ENDIF
ENDFOR
SLICE 2 (PROJECTION "B" )
1 FOR I:=7 UNTIL 13
DO
2 IF PRIME(I)




Figure 3-11: (a) An example program. (b) a two slice extract from the original program.
Adapted from (Weiser, 1983)
3.1.8 Parallel execution of a slice
Weiser (1984) showed how parallel slicing can be executed for a program. He argued that this
form of slicing is appropriate on multiprocessors, because of its ability to decompose the program
into independent slices executed in parallel without synchronization or shared memory, by
duplicating the computation in each slice. In general, the slices are shorter and executed faster
than the original program. However, the arbitrary difference in the speed of slice execution
time leads to a splicing problem, which is the problem of finding at runtime the correct
order of slice output. That is, after getting the output of each slice this output needs to be
reordered so as to keep the original program behaviour (Weiser, 1983). Wesier introduced a
method to solve the splicing problem by merging the statement execution sequences of a
set of slices into a single one exactly like the original execution of the program. That is, he
made all the sequences of the execution statements into regular expressions so that all possible
paths through the program flow graph were represented as regular expressions. Figure 3-11 (a)
shows the original program and (b) shows a two slices extracted from the original program. The
regular expression for the original program is f(i(a |b)f)*, where f symbolizes the FOR statement,
i the IF statement and a and b symbolize two write statements. The regular expressions f(i(a
|λ )f)* and f(i(λ |b)f)* represent slices S1 and S2, respectively, where λ represents an empty
string. Figure 3-12 shows the output after merging that of two slices together by applying the





N S1 S2 Output(m)
{ f } fiafif fifibf
{ i } iafif ifibf f
{ a,b } afif fibf i
{ f } fif fibf a
{ i } if ibf f
{ a,b } f bf i
{ f } f f b
{ i } λ λ f
Figure 3-12: An example of solution B. Adapted from (Weiser, 1983)
input represents the regular expression for the original program and for the extracted slices.
This method implies that the original program has a reducible graph and the disadvantage of
it is the large amount of information that each slice needs to send during its running. For
example, if two slices are executed in parallel then when each addresses one statement it should
send the symbol that represents this statement to the splicer and depending on the information
that has been received, the splicer can determine the order of these statements and then drive
the original program behaviour, all of which takes a long time. Badger and Weiser introduced a
technique to accomplish a merging operation with minimal communication. Unlike a previous
method (Weiser, 1983), that made each slice transmit an amount of information proportional to
the running time, this technique transmits a small amount of information and uses the dataflow
path to order the computation. For this process a small group of counting variables are added
to each slice, which record the information related with the slice progress during its execution
and when each slice meets an output statement it sends it to the splicer pairs that represent
the slice output and counter variable. Depending on the received information from two slices
the splicer will decide which slice output should come out before the other. For example, if
there are two slices, S1 and S2, and set I, which represents the set of the branch nodes that
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affect the execution of both S1 and S2, at the beginning the counter variables for each slice
are assigned a zero value. Each time the slice passes a node in the I set the value of counter
variables for this slice is increased. Moreover, when S1 or S2 encounter the output statement
they will send their information (output, counter variables) to the splicer that makes the slice
with the smaller counter variable output appear before that with the larger one (Badger and
Weiser, 1988).
Wang et al. (2009) put forward a dynamic framework to parallelize a single threaded binary
program using speculative slicing and the major contribution of this work can be summarized
as follows:
• It introduces a dynamic parallelization framework for parallelizing binary code transpar-
ently for a multicore system, which works by combining the slicing-based parallelizing
algorithm with the classical two-phase dynamic optimization scheme. This consists of
two phases for identifying and optimizing the often executed code, with the first phase
being called the profiling phase and the second the optimization phase.
• Instead of finding the backward slice for the whole program they identified the slice for
the hot region (most frequently executed path). In addition, they used a loop unrolling
transformation that can help in finding more loop level parallelism in backward slices
even in the presence of loop carried dependencies and they proposed an algorithm to
determine automatically the optimal unrolling factor. Then, they illustrated how this
factor can affect the parallelism.
• They developed the slicing based parallelism to work with an irreducible control flow
graph. That is, they defined the backward slice using a PDG instead of a program
regular expression and added an Allow list (commit list). This list, based on the post-
dominator relationship, was used to determine the priority of the instruction in each slice.
Thus, this Allow list was able to solve the ambiguity problem that existed in previous
splicing solutions (Weiser, 1983). For example, considering the code in figure 3-13, if the
Allow list initializes at w and if the program is executed at the while statements, then
after while commit then the question will be raised, which of the statements p or d should
follow the w statement? This problem is solved by giving priority to the Allow list, which
is dependent on the post-dominator relationship.
• Moreover, three types of speculation namely are memory, control and branch, have been
added to enhance slice extraction and then increase the parallelism which can be accom-
plished by breaking the rare dependency that can be found between program instructions.
3.1.9 Application of Program Slicing
This subsection discusses how program slicing can be used in different applications and how
these various applications give rise to the need to develop the notation of program slicing.
• Debugging
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While( · · · ){
p = p-> next;






While( · · · ){
p = p-> next;




While( · · · ){






Splice Parallel Slices together
Figure 3-13: An example of solution B. Adapted from (Wang et al., 2009)
The original idea of program slicing was to mimic the method that an experienced pro-
grammer used to debug a program to find errors. Several slicing tools are beneficial
for debugging as they give the programmer a chance to focus on those statements that
have caused errors. One of these types of slicing methods is dynamic slicing, which, as
explained above, can produce smaller slices than the static form and it can help the pro-
grammer to find the bug that is caused by a particular execution of the program at hand.
Other types of slices that can be used in debugging are dicing and chopping.
• Differencing and integration
Program differencing is responsible for identifying a set of components that represent the
difference between two versions of a program: the old and the new. Instead of testing the
whole new version of the program, only the differencing components need to be tested.
This process is accomplished by partitioning the old and new versions of the program and
then comparing the behaviour of two components. If they have equivalent behaviour this
means they belong to the same partition. An integration algorithm is used to compare
the extracted slices to determined if their behaviour is equivalent (Tip, 1995).
• Software maintenance
Software maintenance focuses on whether the modification of some of a program’s compo-
nents affect the behaviour of other parts and a decomposition slice is used to investigate
this. This is a static slice as presented by Gallagher and Lyle (Gallagher and Lyle, 1991),
which decomposes the program into a set of components, with each of these capturing the
original program behaviour (Tip, 1995). The decomposition slice for one program com-
ponent x represents all the statements that affect it at some point. The other program
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components form what is called the complement, which results after removing the decom-
position slice from the original program (Gallagher and Lyle, 1991). Furthermore, two
slices are independent if they do not have a shared statement and they will be strongly
dependent if one of them is a part of the other (Tip, 1995).
• Software comprehension
Software comprehension is the first and essential step in software maintenance and for a
legacy program where the program writer is no longer available and the program docu-
mentation no longer exists this of paramount importance. Many types of program slices
have been used in software comprehension, such as conditional and constrained slices, ex-
traction of which depends on condition and traditional static slice criteria. This property
gives the maintainer the ability to analyse the program from different angles (Xu et al.,
2005).
3.2 Extracting parallelism
Much of the research relating to compiler parallelization techniques and parallel architectures
has been developed to improve the performance of a wide range of applications (Zhong, 2008).
For instance, major microprocessor companies have put many processors into a single chips to
increase the throughput and efficiency by executing program computations in parallel (Zhong
et al., 2007). The challenge with exploiting these multicore systems in an efficient way is to find
more parallelism in the program. This section presents some of the loop parallizing techniques,
in particular: DOALL, DOACROSS, and DSWP. Moreover, it introduces some general concepts
and reviews several examples of previous research that have used these techniques for extracting
parallelism.
3.2.1 Instruction level Parallelism (ILP)
Exploiting instruction level parallelism (ILP) that exists in single thread applications by modern
architectures, like Superscalar and VLIW, improves program performance (6-8 instructions per
cycle). However, the whole gain from ILP is still low as a result of frequent memory stalls. In
a multicore system, low latency communication of operands between cores should exist so as
to respect the dependency between instructions. In most architectures these communications
are achieved through a shared register file and bypass network, which do not exist in standard
multi-core systems (Zhong, 2008; Zhong et al., 2007).
3.2.2 Fine-grain Thread Level Parallelism (TLP)
This parallelism is achieved by partitioning the program into small chunks or fine-grain threads
to execute in parallel. The main challenge of extracting fine-grain parallelism, is to determine
which operations can be executed in parallel. That is, the communication overhead of moving
values between cores and also cache layout need to be taken into account. A poor decision in
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program partitioning can lead to performance degradation. Moreover, both concurrent execu-
tion and overlapping memory latencies (overlapping cache misses or misses with computation
have a large potential) are permitted in fine-grain TLP (Chu and Mahlke, 2007; Zhong et al.,
2007).
3.2.3 Loop level parallelism (LLP)
Extracting parallelism from loops in an ordinary program has considerable effect on speeding
up the program and it has been successfully used in scientific computations (Bridges, 2008).
Two reasons make the loop body the best candidate part of a program for parallel execution.
First, the iterative nature of a loop results in the same piece of code being executed many
times. Second, the fact that most programs spend their execution time inside the loop body,
makes it the hottest part in the program that needs parallel execution (Raman, 2009).
By executing loop iterations in parallel, fully utilizing of all cores is achieved. Depend on how
these cores handle the dependency between loop iterations, there are three type of parallelism
that can extracted from the loop: Independent Multi-threading(IMT), Cyclic Multi-threading
(CMT), and Pipelined Multi-threading(PMT). Below a detailed explanation of these types is
presented.
Independent Multi-threading (IMT)
This type of parallelism was first introduced to parallelize array-based scientific programs and
the most popular IMT technique is DOALL, which introduces a high quantity of parallelism to
be utilized in many significant applications. This method works by giving each loop iteration
to a thread and then executing all these threads in parallel without cross dependency between
them. Several reasons have led to DOALL techniques becoming well-known and suitable for
paralleling, these being (Jeon, 2009):
• In many applications, most of a program’s execution time is spent inside loop parts and
more speedup can gained by parallelizing this part following Amdahl’s law.
• In DOALL, each loop iteration should be independent and hence there is neither data
communication nor loop carried dependency between loop iterations.
• There is no load balance problem in DOALL, because all loop iterations have the same
number of instructions.
• Finally, DOALL can scale linearly with the number of available threads.
To see how this method works consider the program fragment in figure 3-14. If f does not
present any loop carried-dependence (by modifying p), then all loop iterations can be execute
in parallel. Unfortunately, outside the scientific domain and numerical applications, DOALL
does not to seem work effectively, for the presence of arbitrary control flow and irregular memory





Figure 3-14: Example code




Figure 3-15: DOALL example code.
Adopted from (Raman, 2009)
Figure 3-16: applying DOALL.
Adopted from (Raman, 2009)
Figure 3-16 illustrates the execution schedule for the program in figure 3-15 which has six
loop iterations executed on two cores using two threads where A(i) represent the for statement
and the B(i) represent the computed statements. The first thread executes the iterations from
1-3 and the second those from 4-6. The loop carried dependency for the value of i can be
ignored by making the i value in the second thread equal to N/2. In a system that has the
number of threads equal to the number of available cores, let Li represent latency to execute
one loop iteration, n represent the number of loop iterations and m the number of available
threads, then the execution time for a sequential program will be equal to Li ∗ n. If the loop
is parallelized with m concurrent threads and the m > n then the execution time will be Li,








DOACROSS is the most popular CMT transformation which allows cross-thread dependence to
exist and can be used to extract parallelism from general purpose applications with a complex
dependence pattern. This technique works similar to DOALL, by giving each iteration to
a thread and these threads are executed on multi-core in round-robin fashion. In contrast
with the DOALL technique, however, there are data and control dependencies crossing loop
iteration boundaries. Therefore, to get correct results the dependency should be respected and
the synchronization should be in the right order so as to ensure that the following iteration
receives the correct value (Bridges, 2008; Vachharajani, 2008). Unfortunately, this puts the
inter-thread communication on the critical path and hence binds the success of this technique
with the efficiency of the communication techniques. With the increased number of cores
integrated on the same die, the communication latencies between them become more significant,
with their values ranging from a few tens of cycles to even a few hundreds. As a result, this
leads to reduced performance of CMT, for unlike with IMT the increased number of threads
in the system does not always lead to a linear increase in performance. Figure 3-18 shows an
example of this technique. DOACROSS schedules each loop iteration on an alternate thread
and communicates the dependency from thread to thread in a cyclic fashion due to the pointer
chasing in statement A. All odd iterations of the loop are executed by the first thread and even
ones by the second (Rangan et al., 2008; Adve and Boehm, 2010). The total time to execute




∗ (Li + SC) (3.5)
where n represents the number of loop iterations, m the number of available threads,
iter1, iter2, iter3, iter4 represent loop iterations, Li the execution time for one loop iteration
and SC the stall cycle. Figure 3-19 shows the synchronization and associated stalls that happen
during the execution of the DOACROSS technique. C represents the consumer point and P the
producer point, whilst t2 is the execution time between a consumer point and producer point
in the same thread. Depending on this figure the SC between iter1(i) and iter4(i+m) is equal
to
(t21 + CL1) + (t22 + CL2) + (t23 + CL3) (3.6)
or
m ∗ (t2 + CL) (3.7)
where CL is the communication latency between two threads. Finally, the speed up that
will be gained from this technique is:
Speedup = n ∗ Li
Lpar
(3.8)
1thanks for Dr Des Watson for pointing out the need for d e
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while( ptr = ptr->next)//A(i)
ptr->data += 1; //B(i)
Figure 3-17: DOACROSS example code.
Adopted from (Raman, 2009)
Figure 3-18: CMT Execution ex-
ample. Adopted from (Raman,
2009)
Pipeline Multi-Threading(PMT)
PMT is another technique for parallelizing loops with inter-thread iteration dependencies, which
does not need to separate the critical path of a loop across multiple threads and hence guarantees
that this path will be local to one thread. The most popular transformation of PMT is decoupled
software pipelining (DSWP) which was developed from the earlier DOPIPE2 (Davies, 1981)
technique.
DSWP approaches the problem differently from the above techniques, for instead of parti-
tioning a loop by placing distinct iterations in different threads, it partitions the loop body for
pipeline execution. More specifically, this technique works by automatically extracting a long
thread from the loop body and partitioning this into stages that work in a pipeline form and
subsequently, communicating the dependency between threads using inter core communication.
By exploiting fine grain parallelism that exists in most applications, DSWP can improve pro-
gram performance. There are three main points of difference between the traditional software
pipeline (SWP) and DSWP, these being (Bridges, 2008; Li et al., 2011):
• DSWP depends on thread level parallelism while SWP depends on instruction level.
2 starts working with the DOACROSS to parallelize the scientific code that has loop carried-dependency
which is different than the DSWP that has the ability to parallize the general purpose program. DOPIPE
can partition the loop body among multiple threads, however, this number of threads is determined at the
compilation time. Moreover, DOPIPE works in a way that the dependency between loop iterations can form a
cycle (Mason et al., 2009).
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Figure 3-19: This figure shows the synchronization and associated stalls in DOACROSS.
Adapted from (Raman, 2009)
• DSWP parallelizes loops with complicated control flow by partitioning the loop body into
stages that have independent control flow and gives each stage to thread.
• DSWP stages are decoupled and communicate using a software implemented queue so a
stall in one stage does not affect another.
Figure 3-20 shows how DSWP parallelizes the loop in figure 3-17 (Bridges, 2008; Li et al., 2011).
A brief description of how this technique works is as follows. First, the PDG is constructed
for the candidate loop and is used to identify the strongly connected components (SCCs).
Subsequently it is transformed into another graph called the Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG),
where each SCC is represented by one node and the nodes in the DAG are allocated to threads,
which then communicate the dependencies between threads.
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Figure 3-20: The execution schedule of the loop in figure 3-17 parallelized by DSWP. Adopted
from (Raman, 2009)
To calculate the execution time for the parallelizing loop in DSWP techniques, let C1, C2, . . . , Ck
represent the number of the SCCs and L(C1) the latency of execution time for a set of oper-
ations inside each SCC. In addition, it is assumed there is no variation in the execution time
latencies across loop iterations. Also, let S1, S2, . . . , Sm represent the number of dependencies
inside each thread that need to synchronised and communicated and m be the number of avail-
able threads. C1,j , C2,j , . . . represent the number of SCCs inside thread j. The execution time
for each jth thread will be equal to:
L(Tj) = L(C1,j ∪ C2,j ∪ ..C2,j ∪ Sj) (3.9)
The overall of execution time of the parallelizing loop in this technique equals that of the
thread that takes the longest.
Lpar = Maxj(L(Tj) (3.10)
= Maxj(L(C1,j ∪ C2,j ∪ . . . C2,j ∪ Sj)) (3.11)









Figure 3-21: Sequential version of program. Adapted from (Rong et al., 2007)
speedup = Lseq
Maxj(L(C1,j ∪ C2,j ∪ . . . C2,j ∪ Sj)) (3.12)
3.2.4 Usage of DSWP
Rong et al. (2007) proposed a method for constructing a software pipeline to extract instruction
level parallelism (ILP) from an arbitrarily deep loop nest, where the traditional software pipeline
is applied to the inner most loop or from the inner most to the outer loops. Figure 3-21 shows
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Figure 3-22: Converting a multi-dimension data dependency graph (DDG) to a single dimension
(DDG). Adapted from (Rong et al., 2007)
pipeline (SSP), so named because it came from the conversion of a multi-dimensional data
dependency graph (DDG) to a 1-D DDG and consists of three steps.
1- Loop Selection:
Every loop level is inspected and the most profitable one is selected to apply the software
pipeline schedule, which works by overlapping successive iterations of a loop. Two criteria
can be used to determine which loop is more profitable to the software pipeline schedule,
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these being the initiation rate, which determines the number of iteration points per cycle
and data reuse, which is the average number of memory access per iteration point.
2- Dependency Simplification:
Involves simplifying the dependency for the selected loop Lx from the multi-dimension
data dependency graph (DDG) into a single dimension. There a two legal types of de-
pendency that can exist, which are represented by the distance vector 〈d1, d2 . . . dn〉. The
first is positive dependency, which is the dependency across two slices and its vector is
〈d1, d2 . . . dn〉, where d1 ≥ 0, and 〈d2, . . . dn〉 is a positive vector. This dependency is
already respected, because all the slices execute sequentially. The second type is zero de-
pendency, which happens inside each slice and is the only one that needs to be considered
if a software pipeline is used to execute the slices dependency vector 〈d1, d2 . . . dn〉, where
d1 ≥ 0, and 〈d2, . . . dn〉 is a zero vector. By removing the positive dependency that exists
between slices the multi-dimension data dependency graph (DDG) is simplified into a
single dimension as illustrated in figure 3-22(a) and 3-22(b). Another type of dependency
is negative dependency which is illegal, which happens between the current and previous
slices and if it occurs needs to be converted to zero or positive dependency using loop
skewing.
3- Final Schedule Computation:
After obtaining the simplified DDG, the iteration point in a loop nest is allocated to the
slice, that is, for any i1 ∈ [0, N1], iteration point (i1, 0, .., 0, 0) is assigned to the first slice,
(i1, 0, .., 0, 1) to the second, and so on. All L1 iterations can be executed in parallel, if
there are no dependences between them and no limits on the resources. However, if there
is dependency between the iterations, they will be executed using the software pipeline
method, as illustrated in figure 3-23. To address resource limitations, the set of slices are
split into groups and pushed down to the next group until some resources are free.
Rangan et al. (2004) introduced a new technique to utilize a decoupled software pipeline
for optimizing the performance of recursive data structures (RDS)(e.g., linked lists, trees and
graphs). For this kind of structure difficulties have been encountered when trying to execute it
in parallel, because the instructions of a given iteration of a loop depend on the pointer value
that is loaded from a previous iteration. Therefore to address this problem, a decoupled software
pipeline has been used so as to avoid stalls that are happening with the long variable-latency
instruction in RDS loops. It is clear that RDS loops consist of two parts. The first contains
the traversal code (critical path of execution) and the second represents the computation that
should be carried out on each node traversed by the first part. By determining which program
part is responsible for the traversal of the recursive data structure, the backward slice for
this part can be identified and then decoupled software pipeline techniques can be used to
parallelized these parts. The first part will be given to one thread and the second part to
another. As the data dependency between these parts is unidirectional (the computation chain
in the first part depends on the traversing chain in the second, but not vice-versa), the producer
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Figure 3-23: the final schedule of cutting and pushing down the slice. Adapted from (Rong
et al., 2007)
instruction is inserted in the first part and the consumer one in the second. Figure 3-24 clarifies
how DSWP techniques split the RDS body into two parts, thus ensuring that the dependence
recurrences in a loop remain local to a thread. The primary experiments to parallelize DSWP
on the Pentium 4 Xeon processor have illustrated that the operating system and spinlock
synchronization overhead can negate any speed up gained from applying the pipelining. This
is because the trap and return time that these synchronization methods use is large. Moreover,
extra time is needed for thread communication through shared memory that will cause an
increase the demand for the shared memory port and cache pollution. Rangan et al. (2004)
have put forward a hardware synchronization array (SA). This is a non-memory-based structure
consisting of a set of blocking queues being used for communication between various hardware
threads on CMP and SMT machines. These queues are accessed by producer and consumer
instructions, with the former taking two operands, the immediate dependence number and
register, in order to get access to the SA which gives the same dependent array entries to the
dependent consumer and producer instructions. Consequently, the value in the register will be
sent to a virtual queue defined by the dependence number and the same thing will be happen
with the return value by a consumer instruction. Figure 3-25 illustrates the structure of a
synchronization array (Rangan et al., 2004). When the producer executes, it first checks the
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1 while( ptr = ptr ->next){
2 ptr ->data += 1;
3 }
a) Recursive Data Structure loop




1 while( ptr = consumer ()){
2 ptr ->data += 1;
3 }
c) Computation Loop
Figure 3-24: Splitting RDS Loops. Adopted from (Rangan et al., 2004)
Figure 3-25: Synchronization Array structure Adapted from (Rangan et al., 2004)
SA flag to see if the data field is empty ( Full flag equals zero) before writing its data. If it is
so, it writes its value, write its tag to the producer tag field and changes the SA flag (setting
it to one). The same thing happens for the consumer, whereby if it starts to execute it checks
the full flag to know if there is any data ready to consume and if the flag value equals 1 then it
starts reading this value and change architecture state (dependence array fields). When there
are no data in the data field the SA will keep remembering the consumer tag until it finds





(3) If| SCCs |=1 then return
(4) DAGscc ←−Coalesce-SCCs(G,SCCs)
(5) P ←−TPP-algorithm(DAGscc,L)
(6) If | P |=1 then return
(7) Split-Code-into-loops(L,P)
(8) Insert-necessary-flow(L,P)
Figure 3-26: DSWP algorithm. Adapted from (Ottoni et al., 2005)
produces data and the one that consumes them there is a given dependency number associated
with it. This particular dependency number that is allocated to the consumer and producer
pair of cores can be changed only after all the producer and consumer instructions that have
been issued are retired. Moreover, the array dependency in this SA architecture is designed to
support multiple dependencies between two threads.
Whilst the Rangan technique focuses on the RDS code, Ottoni et al. (2005) have presented
a fully automatic DSWP approach for generic program loops. Instead of identifying the critical
path in loop bodies, this automatic method tries to identify more generic program recurrence
and to achieve acyclic dependency among threads. That is, by finding out the hidden fine
grain parallelism in most applications, DSWP can extract long-running concurrently executing
threads and figure 3-26 shows the DSWP algorithm steps. The input to this algorithm is the
loop’s dependency graph, which contains the different types of dependency that are going to
exist in the loop, like: memory, register and control dependencies.
Two types of threads are created by this algorithm, the main one and the auxiliary ones,
which are spawned by the former at the beginning of the program. For an optimized loop, the
compiler creates a function that has code that will be executed by the auxiliary thread and
passes its address to it. To communicate values between cores a simple message passing mech-
anism has been used, which is similar to that used in a scalar operand network. This involves
communicating one word per message and implementing this through software. Ottoni et al.
used a shared queue for two types of instructions: producer and consumer. The former were
used to send data and the latter for receiving them. In addition, they avoided a synchronization
overhead by making these two instructions block only when adding value to the full queue and
deleting value from the empty one (Ottoni et al., 2005). The experiments showed the ability
of this method to handle all kinds of dependencies and also its efficiency of exploiting the the
pipeline parallelism found in ordinary, general-purpose applications. However, one of the main
problems that limits its performance is the slower stage DSWP.
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Cluster Decoupled Software Pipelining (CDSWP) was introduced by Zhang et al. (2008)
as an extension to the conventional DSWP. It works almost exactly like DSWP, however, it
communicates a set of dependent data rather than a single item. Thus, after the DSWP
partition loop body to n stages, the second stage cannot start its execution until the first stage
has finished writing all data dependencies into the queue buffer. Then, after the first stage
has collected all of its dependent data in one buffer, the data in this buffer are communicated
as a single unit. This procedure is repeated throughout all the DSWP stages. Clustering of
dependent date helps reduce the number of communications and as a result leads to a reduction
in the average overhead for each iteration. False sharing, which happens when two threads try
to access the same cache line at the same time, and cache latency, are two factors that will
affect the performance of DSWP, if inter-thread synchronization is implemented in the software.
Zhang et al. eliminated the former by controlling Cluster Data Size(CDS), such that both the
producer and the consumer work on different cache lines. Also, this can reduce the number
of times the cache line is accessed by each stage and as a result the cache latency overhead
is reduced. While choosing the right size can improve the performance, however, the big
cluster size makes the extracted thread execute sequentially and also reduces the benefit from
the parallelism. Figure 3-27 illustrates their proposed method. CDSWP partitions the loop
body into three threads and the data dependency is divided into two data-sets. The first thread
executes loop iteration k times and then the dependency data set is written to the queue buffer.
The same thing is repeated for the rest of the iterations. The producer will execute spin-wait if
there is not enough space to add data and the consumer also will execute this when there is no
data in the buffer. Moreover, balanced threads sizes have a big impact on CDSWP performance
where unbalanced threads size can reduce the benefit of parallelization. Vachharajani et al.
(2007) proposed a method to improve the performance of DSWP by using speculation, which
they added to break the rare dependencies. The loop body will be transformed to pipeline
threads, where each thread has a set of loop body instructions. Certain dependencies should be
evaluated speculatively to make sure that there is no dependency between the later and earlier
iterations. The transformation method has several steps:
1- Build the PDG for the chosen loop.
2- Choose the suitable dependency edge for speculation.
3- Remove the selected edge from the PDG.
4- Transform the loop using DSWP.
5- The code that is responsible for detecting misspeculation3has to be inserted.
6- The misspeculation recovery code needs to be inserted.
It is started by temporarily speculating all the highly anticipated dependencies that will
exist in the loop body. Then after a heuristic partition of these instructions among threads,
3Sic. meaning an incorrect case of speculation
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Figure 3-27: Parallel-stage DSWP Adapted from (Raman et al., 2008)
the dependencies that are thread local, are removed from the speculation set and the only
ones that are kept are cross-thread dependencies, especially those that happen between the
later and earlier threads. These cross-thread dependencies are the only ones that need to
speculate to guarantee that there are no cyclic communications between threads. Threads
created by SpecDSWP will check the architecture state and when misspeculation is discovered
several actions need to be taken. First, the recovery waits until the threads that started
before misspeclation finish their work and second the speculative state needs to be removed
and exchanged with a non speculative one. Third the misspeculation thread needs to be re-
executed and finally, after that the speculative execution can start. Although the performance
of SpecDSWP without misspeculation will be equal to that of DSWP, it will be degraded
in the presence of poor partitioning, a large amount of communication and a high rate of
misspeculation.
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Figure 3-28: Parallel-stage DSWP . Adapted from (Raman et al., 2008)
Raman et al. (2008) introduced a new technique called the parallel stage decoupled soft-
ware pipeline (PS-DSWP), which is a combined of DSWP and DOALL. The reason for this
combination is that the slowest stage of DSWP limits the speed of this technique and this
method exploits the ability to execute some stages of DSWP using DOALL as illustrated in
figure 3-28. That is, PS-DSWP enables such a concurrent execution by replicating the strong
connected components (SCCs) that form the entire inner loop which has high iteration counts
and hence, can take a long time to execute. That is, multiple threads concurrently execute
the SCCs that represent this code and replicating this stage leads to having many copies of
the same code being executed for different data. However, this replication is only possible if
there is no dependency between the inner and outer loops. Figure 3-29 shows the execution
schedule of the loop in figure 3-28 (Raman et al., 2008). For performance reasons, Raman et.al.
used dedicated inter-core communication hardware (Synchronization Array) to communicate
between threads. A special queue-based register is added to each processor core so as to get
the physical queue number, by adding the value in this register to the virtual queue number in
the producer/consumer instructions.
In the parallel stage of DSWP, the first thread has the odd iterations while the second
has the even ones. This way of distributing loop iterations makes the ownership of the cache
line move between the two threads and as a result this could cause the false sharing problem,
which can negate any benefit from the PS-DSWP. The false sharing problem happens when
two processors want to write to a different location on the same cache line and this can increase
the latency to access to the same cache line. For more clarification consider the example in
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Figure 3-29: Parallel-stage execution schedule of the loop in figure 3-28. Adapted from (Raman
et al., 2008)
figure 3-30(a). The parallel stage represents the two statements A and B, while the sequential
one represents statement C. Figure 3-30(b) illustrates how the cache will look after it is accessed
by two threads. The shaded square represents the cell that has been written by the first thread
(has odd iterations) a[1], a[2], a[5], while the light one represents the second thread (even
iterations) a[2], a[4], a[6], where each cell represents array elements. To solve this problem,
instead of distributing loop iterations as odd and even and making threads work in a round-
robin fashion, a set or chunk of continuous iterations will be given to each thread to make them
write in a different cache line. Figure 3-30(c) illustrates how the cache is written after chunking
the loop iterations. Simple heuristics were used by Raman et al. to calculate the chunk size.
chunksize(cs) = cls
stride ∗ size
cls represents the cache line size, stride the induction variable stride and finally size is the vari-
able size. The original induction variable without chunking will take the value i0, i0+1, i0+2, · · · i0+k
and after adding this chunk with size equals 2, the increment will be i0, i0+1, i0+4, i0+5 for the
first thread and i2, i2+1, i2+4, i2+5 for second one, but the chunk size can reduce the opportunity
to extract the parallelism.
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int a[N], b[N], c[N];
A: for(i =0;i<N;i++){
B: a[i] = a[i]*b[i];
C: c[i] = c[i-1]+a[i];
}
(a) loop affected by false sharing
Figure 3-30: False sharing adapted from (Raman et al., 2008)
While Raman et al.’s technique focuses on parallelizing one stage of DSWP, Huang et al.
(2010) introduced a manual parallelization technique that can parallelize more than one stage.
The numbers and the size of the SCCs can degrade the performance of DSWP. As a consequence
the DSWP overall speed up depends on its slowest stage which is equal to:
Speedup = 1
TSlowestStage
The technique called DSWP+ and can improve the performance of DSWP if it is employed
along with another techniques such as: DOALL, LOCALWRITE and SpecDOALL4. That is
DSWP+ divides the loop body into stages, for the ones that take a long time hence limiting
the performance of DSWP and so, needs to be parallelised using other techniques.
4Speculative DOALL
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Figure 3-31: DSWP+DOALL applied to the second stage and SpecDOALL applied to the
third stage Adapted from (Huang et al., 2010)
The first combination, DSWP+DOALL, works similarly to Raman et al.’s method, whereas
the second involves partitioning an array into blocks and giving each one ownership of a thread.
Consequently, only the thread that has ownership of a particular block has the ability to change
the array value. In addition, LOCALWRITE scales linearly with the number of additional
threads if the array distribution is uniform. The third technique combines DSWP with spec-
ulative DOALL, which speculatively removes the rare dependencies from loop iterations that
make DOALL inapplicable. Their results showed that DSWP+ provides more speedup than
DSWP and other parallelizing techniques, if they are used alone. Figure 3-31 shows the code
transformation for DSWP+ with DOALL being applied to the second stage and SpecDOALL
to the third. Four threads are assigned to the former stage and three to the latter. So the
speed up for the second stage will be equal to the stage time divided by the number of threads
allocated to this stage = 50.04 (Huang et al., 2010). The key limitation with LOCALWRITE
is that, it is a parallelizing method for irregular reduction where the elements that need to be
reduced are not located in consecutive order and also its scalability depends on the distributed
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array index across the array block. Moreover, DSWP+SpecDOALL performs well when the
probability of dependency among loop iterations is significantly smaller than 1, whereby the
excessive miss-speculation can negate any benefit that can be gained from the speculation. Soft-
ware implementation has been used to communicate the data and control dependency between
threads, with the cache-aware, concurrent lock-free buffer algorithm being used to program the
producer and consumer primitives (Huang et al., 2010).
3.3 Summary
This chapter has presented an overview of compiler-based automatic parallelization techniques.
Essential information and concepts that are employed in the proposed method have been in-
troduced. The key points that have been focused on are, first static backward slicing because
it preserves the original program behaviour of any input and it generates an executable slice.
Second DSWP because of its has ability to achieve broadly applicable parallelizations that are
not limited by communication latency. That is a parallelization paradigm is needed that does
not spread the critical path of a loop across multiple threads and so this has been introduced
to allow cross-thread dependences while ensuring that the dependences between threads flow
in only one direction. This ensures that the dependence recurrences in a loop remain local to
a thread, and also that communication latency does not become a bottleneck.
The structure of this chapter has been divided into three sections. The first section covered
some concepts and definitions relating to different slicing methods. Then, the techniques of
interprocedural and intraprocedural slicing were discussed. Moreover, two methods to compute
slices depending on the CFG and PDG were presented. And finally, several forms of parallel
slicing techniques, their execution and applications were explained. In the second section,
several techniques in relation to loop level parallelism were presented and their limitations
discussed. In addition, some concepts and ideas regarding DOALL, DOACROSS and DSWP
were covered as well as prior research on how to perform parallel execution in the latter most
being reviewed. In the next chapter there is an investigation into how the combination of these




Implementation of DSWP and
Slicing Techniques
This chapter presents the DSWP/Slice technique. First, a simple illustrative code example to
demonstrate the principle is presented and later on a more complicated and realistic case is
used to describe the proposed method.
Previous work that has been carried out by Fuyao Zhao (2011) to implement DSWP in
LLVM has been adapted to make it suitable for the DSWP/Slice technique, but it has only
been demonstrated on a very few, simple, artificial programs with a synchronization achieved
by pthread_mutex. In contrast, our work extends and adapts the approach, uses low over-
head lock-free buffers, and demonstrates its effectiveness using real-world programs The chosen
programs are executed sequentially until they reach the part that is suitable for applying the
DSWP/Slice technique, when the parallel execution is begun.
This chapter consists of four sections. The second section introduces the DSWP/Slice
algorithm and consist of three subsections which are determining a thread assignment, slice
extraction and code generation. The third section describes the compiler implementation of
the proposed method and some supported libraries, and finally, the last section provides a
summary of the work presented in this chapter.
4.1 Motivation
To illustrate the proposed method, some assumptions need to be introduced:
• The execution time of each pipeline stage remains unchanged across different iterations
of the loop.
• Most of the execution time of the loop goes on the function body called inside the loop








7 List *cur = head;
8 for (; cur != NULL;
9 cur = cur ->next;) \\L
10 Work(cur); \\X
(a) Simple Code (b)Two stages DSWP
Figure 4-1: Conventional DSWP. Adapted from (Raman, 2009)
• For simplicity, it is assumed that the loop to which DSWP is applied has only one back-
edge and a single header (no jump statement from the middle of the loop to the loop
header or from anywhere in the program to the loop).
• Also the partition problem is simplified by allowing only one of the pipeline stages to be
assigned to more than one thread.
• We assume that the number of threads is known in advance.
Consider the example in Figure 4-1(a). Conventional DSWP partitions the loop body into
the two parts labelled L and X, with the first part being given to the first thread and the second
to the second thread.
As can be seen from figure 4-1(b), the implementation of DSWP in this way does not make
any improvement to its performance since most of the execution time goes on in the function
body. The second stage DSWP (second part) is much longer than the first and consequently







6 List *cur = head;
7 for(;cur != NULL;
8 cur = cur ->next ;)\\L
9 Work(cur); \\X
Figure 4-2: Application of slice technique to the long stage DSWP
The main feature of the proposed method is the application of backward slicing to the longer
stage emerging from the DSWP transformation. This is particularly effective when the whole
stage represents a function body. The reasons that the function body is chosen to apply the
slicing technique are:
1- The whole function represents the indivisible SCC which is the bottleneck to improving
DSWP performance and this is generally true when the execution time for this function
is large.
2- The likelihood of getting more than one slice from the function body (not inlining) that
comprimises the DSWP stage is higher than the possibility of getting a slice from the
DSWP stage without function call. This is generally true in practice since all the SCCs
that have allocated to the DSWP stage (without function call) are highly dependent on
each other. In consequence the possibility to extract more than one slice is reduced.
That is, instead of giving the whole of stage X to one thread, it can be distributed across
n threads, depending on the number of slices extracted, with in this case, one core running L
(the first stage) and n more running S1, S2, . . . , Sn (the slices from the second stage).
By extracting several slices from the function body and distributing them among several
threads a better load balancing between the DSWP stages can be achieved. For example if two
slices from the long stage DSWP that represents function body are extracted, each of them
has half the execution time of the original function body and means speeding up this stage
approximately a factor of two, as illustrated in figure 4-2.
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However, while there are potential gains from splitting the loop body into several concurrent
threads, there is still the cost of synchronization and communication between threads to take
into account. In general there is no hardware that can provide fast inter-core communication
similar to the synchronization array that is proposed by (Ottoni et al., 2005), and using lock-
based synchronization such as pethread-mutex-lock has a high overhead and can negate any
benefit from DSWP. Moreover lock-based synchronizations come with several difficulties, such
as deadlocks, livelocks and so on (Giacomoni et al., 2008). Instead a software technique called
lock-free buffers (Giacomoni et al., 2008) is used to communicate these data and minimize the
overheads.
The synchronization is implemented through the FastForward circular lock-free queue al-
gorithm, which enhances the performance of Lamport’s queue (Giacomoni et al., 2008) where
it fails under many weaker consistency models that result in strong coupling of the control
(head/tail) and data buffer in a single operation. The FastForward circular lock-free queue
algorithm uses the entry buffer itself to determine the state of the circular queue where both
control variables (i.e., head and tail) are thread local. Using this algorithm the overhead of
accessing the control variables is reduced (Chen et al., 2010). As a result, the producer and
consumer can access the queue concurrently, via the enqueue and dequeue operations, which
makes it possible for them to operate independently as long as there is at least one data element
in the queue. More details of the FastForward circular lock-free queue algorithm are provided
in section 4.2.3.
4.2 DSWP/Slice combination technique
DSWP/Slice combination technique has three parts:
1- Determining a thread assignment
2- Extract slices
3- Code generation
which are now explained in detail.
4.2.1 Determining a Thread Assignment
This part has four steps which are based on the DSWP algorithm as proposed by Ottoni (Ottoni
et al., 2005):
Below, these steps are explained in detail.
Identify the candidate loop for DSWP
This step looks for the most profitable loop to apply DSWP/Slice by accumulating some in-
formation about the program. That is, the heuristic computes the estimated cycles necessary
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Algorithm 1 DSWP algorithm that is proposed by Ottoni (Ottoni et al., 2005)
Step 1: Identify the candidate loop for DSWP.
Step 2: Build the program dependency graph (PDG).
Step 3: Build the strongly connected components (SCCs) and the directed acyclic graph
(DAG).
Step 4: Assign SCCs.
to execute all instructions in every loop in the program by considering the instruction latency
(see appendix B). The chosen loop should have the following properties:
• The greatest execution time among the loops in the program
• This loop contains a call to a function which accounts for a significant proportion of the
execution time. As explained earlier (see 4.1), the transformation is most beneficial when
the body of a loop is a function because the likelihood of getting more than one slice
from the function body (not inlining) that comprises the DSWP stage is higher than the
possibility of getting a slice from the DSWP stage without function call.
Build the program dependency graph (PDG)
Building the PDG that contains several types of dependency is the second step of this technique.
These types of dependencies that exist between instructions are collected in a PDG table with
an entry for each instruction in the loop body. Then it associates with each entry a set of
instructions that have dependency with it. The dependency arc in the PDG can represent either
a data dependency, which covers both register and memory dependency or a control dependency.
LLVM uses a Use class to collect the register dependency, while a MemoryDependenceAnalysis
class that depends on an alias analysis class is employed to find memory dependency (if there is
dependency between the Store and Load memory instructions as illustrated in subsection 2.6).
For example, consider the code in figure 4-3, which traverses a linked list (statements 2, 5), with
the data field of each node being used in the Calc(P,m) function together with the value of m.
Statement (3) calls the function fact(P) that generates a factorial value for m. The Intermediate
Representation (IR) and PDG for this code is given in figure 4-4, with the red, blue and black
arrows representing the: control, register, and memory dependencies, respectively.
Build the strongly connected components (SCCs) and the directed acyclic graph
(DAG)
In order to keep all the instructions involved in the dependency cycle thread-local, SCCs have to
be constructed for them. Then, by merging each of these into a single node a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAGSCC) can be obtained. The grey node in Figure 4-4 represents the SCC. After
gathering all the nodes that participate in the dependency cycle into one SCC, a DAGSCC is
generated, as illustrated in figure 4-5.
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1 P = list ->head;
2 While (P ! = NULL){
3 m = fact(P);
4 Cal(P,m)
5 P = P->next;
6 }
7 Cal (list P , int m){
8 a[0]=0;
9 for(i=1;i<P->data;i++){





Figure 4-3: source code
Assign SCCs
The problem that arises with the assignment of SCCs is when their number is more than that
of the available threads. In this case, it is necessary to merge several SCCs until there are as
many as threads. Then, the thread partition method can be used to find equal weight threads
(load balance) by distributing the SCCs between them.
Because the function call that represents one SCC is indivisible, a balance of threads cannot
be achieved if the execution time of this function is much higher than the rest of the instructions
in the loop body. By way of explanation, going back to the example in figure 4-3, if it is assumed
that the statement 4 accounts for 75%, statement 3 accounts for 15% and statements 2 and 5
account for 10% of loop body execution times, giving the statements 2, 3, 5 to the first stage
and statement 4 to the second stage will result in an imbalanced DSWP. Consequently, the
second stage will be a critical one that negates any benefit from applying DSWP. The proposed
solution to this problem is to apply the slicing technique to the long stage DSWP. However,
with this solution two cases have to be considered:
1- The first case is when the function does not return value to the loop body. In this case
there is no problem because this will give us a guarantee that the DSWP will work in one
direction. The dependence arcs between the blocks in the partition do not form a cycle
and this is similar to what is mentioned in (Raman et al., 2008) (property 1, condition 1)
which states that
For i 6= j, if there is some dependence from Bi to Bj , then there are no
Bk1, Bk2 · · ·Bkn, where k1 = j and kn = i, such that there is some dependence
arc from every Bkl to Bkl+1. In other words, the dependence arcs between the
blocks in the partition do not form a cycle
where B represents a basic block. Then the function body is assigned the second stage
DSWP and under this circumstance all the instructions in the loop body are given to the
first stage DSWP, except that which calls the function.
2- The second case is when the function returns a value to the loop body
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1 @p = alloca %struct.reco**
2 m = alloca i32
3 bb3:
4
5 %t3 = load %struct.reco** @p, align 4
6 %t4 = call i32 @fact (% struct.reco* %t3)
7 St1 store i32 %t4 , i32* %m, align 4
8 %t6 = load %struct.reco** @p, align 4
9 %t7 = load i32* %m, align 4
10 call double @cal(% struct.reco*%t6,i32 %t7)
11 %t9 = load %struct.reco** @p, align 4
12 %t10 = getelementptr inbounds %struct.reco*
13 %t9 , i32 0, i32 2
14 %t11 = load %struct.reco** %t10 , align 4
15 St2 store %struct.reco* %11, %struct.
16 reco** @p , align 4
17 bb4:
18
19 %t0 = load %struct.reco** @p, align 4
20 %t1 = icmp ne %struct.reco* %t0, null




Figure 4-4: The IR and PDG of the source code in figure 4-3
In this case the loop is partitioned by giving the SCCs that represent the function call and
all instructions that have dependency on it to the third stage DSWP. After partitioning is
completed, the function body is sliced, with the allocated number of threads being equal
to that of the extracted slice. So, in addition to the two threads that represent the first
and second stages of DSWP, a number of threads equal to the number of extracted slices
is needed.
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Figure 4-5: The DAG graph for SCCs
Moreover, the second stage thread will have the instructions (or the strong connected
component) that have dependency with the return value from the extracted slices (func-
tion body), which happens because DSWP works in one direction and thus avoids having
a cyclic pattern. According to this partition, the first will represent the producer and
the second a consumer, consuming the retrieved data from the first stage and also from
the n slice, while the extracted slices work as consumer and producer at the same time.
Figure 4-6 illustrates this.
Unlike the condition 2 that is mentioned in (Raman et al., 2008)(property 1, condition 2),which
states that:
For every (Bi, Ti), with |Ti| > 1, the DAGSCC nodes in Bi must be doall nodes,
and none of the dependence arcs among the nodes in Bi is loop-carried
where T represents a thread. Even in the presence of loop-carried dependency that makes
another transformation for this stage inapplicable. Slicing techniques can still be applied to the
function body and reduce it is execution time. However, this still depends on the availability
of some factors as mentioned in section 5.3 which can determine the most suitable slice that
can improve the long stage DSWP performance.
Relying on the above assumption that most of the loop body execution time is spent inside
the function body and because the SCC that represents this body cannot be divided, the
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Figure 4-6: return value from the extract slice to the second stage
function call inside the loop body is treated by applying the slicing technique to the function
body and extracting n slice executions in parallel. In the next subsection the slicing process is
described in detail.
4.2.2 Extracting Slices
In this part, a small slicing program is designed that has the ability to extract slices for the
limited range of the current case studies. To this end, the algorithm 2 that is illustrated below
is used to compute an intra-procedural static slice, this algorithm was discovered independently,
but is similar to the one in (Al Dallal, 2005).
N static slices from the function body are extracted as follows: in the first step, the PDG
is built for the function body by drawing up the dependency table that has both control and
data dependency (similar to the one above used to determine thread assignment). Secondly,
the entry block for the function body is examined so as to identify the variables to be sliced and
then the names of these are collected, being put on a slicing list. The aim is to extract a slice for
every listed variable. Next, these variables are filtered, whereby those that are assigned a value
once and loop induction variables, are dropped from the list. That because these variables are
going to be included in more than one slice. Also, the function arguments allocation variables
(var_addr where, var represents any function arguments) are dropped so as to reduce the
range of the variables to be sliced.
Then, an attempt is made to isolate the control statement parts, such as loop or if state-
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Algorithm 2 The ComputeAllSlice algorithm. A similar algorithm is in (Al Dallal, 2005)
Input: A PDG, node n, An empty set associated with each
node to collect all data and control dependency.
Output: Extracted slice for a particular node n.
Algorithm:
Make all PDG nodes as not visited.
ComputeASlice(node n)
Procedure ComputeASlice(node n)
if the node is not visited then
Mark node n as visited
Add the identifier of n to the set associated with node n
for each node m on which node n depends do
ComputeASlice(m)
Add the content of the set associated with node m
to the set associated with node n
end for
end if
ments, into another table called the control table. After collecting the control part instructions,
these are added to the extracted slice, if one of the slice instructions is contained in these control
parts. To make this idea clear see the example in figure 4-7(a). After building the PDG for
this function and before extracting slices for the two arrays a[i] and b[i], all the statements
that represent the control parts for(i=0;i<p->data;i++) and if( v < 0.5 ) will be added
in the control parts table. After extracting slice for each array variable a[i], the control part
statements for (for and if statement) will be added to slice if there is a control dependency
between the a[i] variable and these control parts, as illustrated in figure 4-7(b).
For each filtered variable in the slicing variables list, first, an empty list is associated with it
and subsequently, all the PDG table entries are scanned into it to find which one matches the
slicing variable. If one is found, then all the instructions that have data or control dependency
are added to the associated list. This procedure is repeated for all the instructions in the
associated list and their operands and it finishes when all the instructions and their operands
are contained in this list or all the variables that represent the loop induction variables have
been reached. Figure 4-8 shows the entry block before and after the filtering process
Another difficulty is separating slices, particularly when two of them share the same loop
induction variable. For example consider the the code in figure 4-7, the extract slice for the
a[i] array will be included in the array b[i], because the loop induction variable i is shared
between these two arrays. To solve this problem the loop induction variables have to be isolated
in a separate list and then the computeASlice procedure stops when its reaches these variables.
After a set of slices has been extracted from the function body, they are filtered to remove
redundant ones so as to avoid repeated calculation, which will happen if all the instructions
in one of them have been included in another. For example, if there are two slices and the
first is completely contained in the second, which is longer than the first, then the former are
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Figure 4-7: (a)The source code. (b) The extracted slice for a[i] array variable
removed and the latter kept. This procedure is repeated for all slices until the correct number
is obtained. Figure 4-9 illustrates the extracted slices for the program source code in figure 4-1,
where the function seq does not have any side effects. Also, figures 4-10 and 4-11 show the
intermediate representation of these slices in LLVM.
4.2.3 Code Generation
In this part, the Multi-Threaded Code Generation (MTCG) algorithm, which has been intro-
duced by (Ottoni et al., 2005) is used to generate threaded code for DSWP stages. The input
to this algorithm is the PDG for the original loop body with its control flow graph (CFG).
Furthermore, the set of the SCCs that represent the DSWP partitions and extracted slices
also is given. The thread module in this work assumes that the execution of the program will
be sequential until it reaches the loop that has been chosen to execute using DSWP. When
execution reaches this point, auxiliary threads are spawned and each of them executes the CFG
that has been created by the (MTCG) algorithm. Once these threads finish their work they
are terminated and the sequential execution starts again. Because these auxiliary threads are
created once, the cost of creating them will be reduced. The created threads wait until they
are invoked to execute the code (function) that was allocated to them statically. An outline of
the (MTCG) algorithm (algorithm 3) steps is provided below with their detailed description.
Before creating a function for each thread, the DSWP transformation inserts code in the
main module (loop parent) to initialize each thread. In the loop header basic block the branch
instruction will be reset to make it point to the new basic block that is responsible for creating
these threads and giving each its job. This new basic block, called loop-replace, has the call site
of the external function “sync_delegate” that is called to create threads. Figure 4-12 illustrates
this loop-replace basic block.
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1 define i32 @fun(i32 %d) nounwind
2 entry:
3 %d_addr = alloca i32 , align 4
4 %retval = alloca i32
5 %a1 = alloca [1000000 x i32]
6 %b = alloca [1000000 x i32]
7 %i = alloca i32
8 %"alloca point" = bitcast i32 0 to i32
9 store i32 %d, i32* %d_addr
10 %0 = getelementptr inbounds [1000000 x i32]* %a1 , i32 0, i32 0
11 store i32 0, i32* %0, align 4
12 %1 = getelementptr inbounds [1000000 x i32]* %b, i32 0, i32 0
13 store i32 200, i32* %1, align 4
14 store i32 1, i32* %i, align 4
15 br label %bb1
(a)
1 define i32 @fun(i32 %d) nounwind
2 entry:
3
4 %retval = alloca i32
5 %a1 = alloca [1000000 x i32]
6 %b = alloca [1000000 x i32]
7
8
9 store i32 %d, i32* %d_addr
10 %0 = getelementptr inbounds [1000000 x i32]* %a1 , i32 0, i32 0
11 store i32 0, i32* %0, align 4
12 %1 = getelementptr inbounds [1000000 x i32]* %b, i32 0, i32 0
13 store i32 200, i32* %1, align 4
14 store i32 1, i32* %i, align 4
15 br label %bb1
(b)
Figure 4-8: (a) Function entry block before filtering. (b) Function entry block after filtering
Creating Thread Basic Blocks
This step is the first step in the MTCG algorithm. After partitioning the loop body between
DSWP stages, a new CFGi, where i represents the partition number, for each partition Pi, is
constructed. This CFGi has a set of basic blocks, which are related to those in the original
















Figure 4-9: The extracted slice after applying the slicing technique
1 %v = alloca i32
2 %a = alloca [1000 x double], align 8
3 %i = alloca i32
4 store %struct.reco* %d, %struct.reco** %d_addr
5 store i32 %m, i32* %m_addr
6 store i32 1, i32* %i, align 4
7 br label %bb1
8 %0 = load i32* %i, align 4
9 %1 = call i32 @seq(i32 %0) nounwind
10 %2 = load i32* %m_addr , align 4
11 %3 = add nsw i32 %1, %2
12 store i32 %3, i32* %v, align 4
13 %4 = load i32* %i, align 4
14 %5 = load i32* %i, align 4
15 %6 = sub nsw i32 %5, 1
16 %7 = getelementptr inbounds [1000 x double ]* %a, i32 0, i32 %6
17 %8 = load double* %7, align 4
18 %9 = load i32* %v, align 4
19 %10 = sitofp i32 %9 to double
20 %11 = call double @sin(double %10) nounwind readonly
21 %12 = fadd double %8, %11
22 %13 = getelementptr inbounds [1000 x double ]* %a, i32 0, i32 %4
23 store double %12, double* %13, align 4
24 %25 = load %struct.reco** %d_addr , align 4
25 %26 = getelementptr inbounds %struct.reco* %25, i32 0, i32 0
26 %27 = load i32* %26, align 4
27 %28 = load i32* %i, align 4
28 %29 = icmp sgt i32 %27, %28
29 br i1 %29, label %bb , label %bb2
30 br label %return
Figure 4-10: LLVM representation of Slice 1 in figure 4-9
CFGi. Each basic block that originally belongs to the original CFG and also belongs to the
Pi partition is called a relevant basic block. MTCG adds arcs to connect these basic blocks in
the new CFGi, which are inserted in order to guarantee equivalence between the condition of
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1 %v = alloca i32
2 %b = alloca [1000 x double], align 8
3 %i = alloca i32
4 store %struct.reco* %d, %struct.reco** %d_addr
5 store i32 %m, i32* %m_addr
6 store i32 1, i32* %i, align 4
7 br label %bb1
8 %0 = load i32* %i, align 4
9 %1 = call i32 @seq(i32 %0) nounwind
10 %2 = load i32* %m_addr , align 4
11 %3 = add nsw i32 %1, %2
12 store i32 %3, i32* %v, align 4
13 %14 = load i32* %i, align 4
14 %15 = load i32* %i, align 4
15 %16 = getelementptr inbounds [1000 x double ]* %b, i32 0, i32 %15
16 %17 = load double* %16, align 4
17 %18 = load i32* %v, align 4
18 %19 = sitofp i32 %18 to double
19 %20 = call double @cos(double %19) nounwind readonly
20 %21 = fadd double %17, %20
21 %22 = getelementptr inbounds [1000 x double ]* %b, i32 0, i32 %14
22 store double %21, double* %22, align 4
23 %23 = load i32* %i, align 4
24 %24 = add nsw i32 %23, 1
25 store i32 %24, i32* %i, align 4
26 br label %bb1
27 %25 = load %struct.reco** %d_addr , align 4
28 %26 = getelementptr inbounds %struct.reco* %25, i32 0, i32 0
29 %27 = load i32* %26, align 4
30 %28 = load i32* %i, align 4
31 %29 = icmp sgt i32 %27, %28
32 br i1 %29, label %bb , label %bb2
33 br label %return
Figure 4-11: LLVM representation of Slice 2 in figure 4-9
1 loop -replace:
2 call void @ini_qu1 ()
3 call void @sync_delegate(i32 0, i8* (i8*)* @"8_subloop_0")
4 call void @sync_delegate(i32 1, i8* (i8*)* @"8_subloop_1")
5 call void @mas_exit ()
6 br label %bb5
Figure 4-12: Loop- replace basic block
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Algorithm 3 Multi-Threaded Code Generation (MTCG) algorithm. Adapted from (Ottoni
et al., 2005)
Step 1: Create Thread Blocks.
Step 2: Move Instructions.
Step 3: Insert Synchronization.







7 %0 =call i8* @genrate_address ()
8 store i8* %0, i8** %k, align 4
9 %1 = load i32* %i, align 4
10 %2 = inttoptr i32 %1 to i8*
11 store i8* %2, i8** %k, align 4
12 %3 = load i32* %i, align 4
13 %4 = add nsw i32 %3, 1
14 store i32 %4, i32* %i, align 4
15 br label %bb1
16
17 bb1:
18 %5 = load i32* %i, align 4
19 %6 = icmp sle i32 %5, 4
20 br i1 %6, label %bb , label %bb2
21
22 return:
23 %retval3 = load i32* %retval
24 ret i32 %retval3
(a) The Original CFG for first partition of DSWP
2 new_entry_1:
3 %retval_1 = alloca i32
4 %k_1 = alloca i8*
5 %i_1 = alloca i32
6 br label bb_1
8 bb_1:
9 %0_1 =call i8* @genrate_address ()
10 store i8* %0, i8** %k_1 , align 4
11 %1_1 =load i32* %i_1 , align 4
12 %2_1 =inttoptr i32 %1_1 to i8*
13 store i8* %2_1, i8** %k_1 , align 4
14 %3_1 =load i32* %i_1 , align 4
15 %4_1 =add nsw i32 %3_1 , 1
16 store i32 %4_1, i32* %i_1 , align 4
17 br label %bb1_1
19 bb1_1:
20 %5_1 = load i32* %i_1 , align 4
21 %6_1 = icmp sle i32 %5_1 , 4
22 br i1 %6_1 , label %bb_1 ,label %bb2_1
24 new_exit_1:
25 %retval3_1 = load i32* %retval_1
26 ret i32 %retval3_1
(b) New CFG for first partition
Figure 4-13: Building a new CFG for the first partition of DSWP
the execution of each new basic block and its corresponding block in the original CFG.
Also, two new entry and exit (new_entry_i and new_exit_i) basic blocks are created for
each new CFGi, as illustrated in figure 4.13(a), which represents the original CFG, while
figure 4.13(b) is the constructed one, where i represents the thread or slice number.
After creating the relevant basic blocks for the threads, all the instructions are cloned from
the original to a new one, such as the basic block bb in figure 4-13 and all the instructions in
this basic block are cloned to the new one bb_1. These instructions are inserted in the new
basic block in the same order as in the original one.
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Insert synchronization
To guarantee that DSWP works in the right way, it is necessary to respect the dependencies be-
tween threads. That is, efficient pipeline parallelism requires a buffering communication mech-
anism to provide a core-to-core communication that incurs minimal overheads. As mentioned
in section 4.1, inter-thread communication has been implemented by using the FastForward
circular lock-free queue algorithm. Two communication primitives producer and consumer are
inserted in the source and the destination of the dependency. These communication pairs are
inserted statically where each producer feeds one consumer and each consumer is fed by one
producer. According to the location that the communication primitives are inserted in the
code, three types of communication, intra, initial and final are defined which are now
described in detail.
intra-communication: To determine the source and the destination of dependency between
the DSWP stages, both the loop and function body have to be inspected. In the first
stage DSWP the actual communication instructions for the producer are inserted in the
same position as the instruction that corresponds to the call site. The function arguments
represent the data that will be put in the communication buffers. In most of the current
case studies one variable is transferred from the first thread, which represents the loop
body, to the second, which signifies the function body.
In the case that the called function has n arguments and to avoid calling the enqueue
and dequeue functions many times (which will be equivalent to the number of function
arguments), a list of pointers is built, each node in the list pointing to the allocated
memory location that has the function argument value. That is, the value of the first
argument is assigned to the first memory location and the second argument to the second
and so on. This design makes the extracted slice shorter and also it avoids the impact of
calling the enqueue and dequeue functions many times during slice execution.
In addition, the instruction that represents the function call site in the first stage of
DSWP is deleted and the set of instructions that define the enqueue call site are inserted
at the same location. Figure 4-14 shows the code of the calling site for both the producer
and consumer functions that are inserted in DSWP/Slice threads to communicate data
dependencies.
Figure 4-15 shows the LLVM intermediate representation of the code in figure 4-14(a).
Two basic blocks have been created and inserted in the first stage thread at the point
where the function body is defined in the code, as can be seen in figure 4-15. This piece
of code is replicated in the first thread depending on the number of extracted slices.
In each extracted slice, three basic blocks are created that represent the piece of code in
figure 4-14(b), with the intermediate representation of these basic blocks being illustrated
in figure 4-16. These three basic blocks are inserted after the entry block of each extracted
slice and these instructions in the slice entry block are divided in two parts. The first












Figure 4-14: enqueue and dequeue function
1 bb_0_1:
; preds = %bb_0_2
2 %P6 = load i32* %x_0
3 %P7 = inttoptr i32 %P6 to i8*
4 %P9 = getelementptr inbounds [10 x i8*]* @dd , i32 0, i32 0
5 %P8 = getelementptr inbounds [10 x i8*]* @dd , i32 0, i32 1
6 %P10 = call i32 @enqueue_nonblock(i8** %P8, i8** %P9, i8* %P7)
7 store i32 %P10 , i32* %ret_0
8 br label %bb_0_2
9
10 bb_0_2:
; preds = %bb_0_1 , %bb_0_0
11 %P11 = load i32* %ret_0
12 %P12 = icmp eq i32 %P11 , 1
13 br i1 %P12 , label %bb_0_1 , label %bb_0
Figure 4-15: Intermediate representation of the code that is used to call the enqueue function
instructions that give initial values, which represents the second part of the instructions,
have to be moved from the slice entry block to the third basic block. In addition, this
third block will work as an entry block that resets the value to the slice variables and
gives them initial values after each call. Figures 4-16 and 4-17 show the third basic block
after moving the second part of the instructions from the entry block in figure 4-8.
The extracted slice is inspected in order to be able to allocate where to put the retrieve
data from the dequeue function so that the DSWP/Slice stages work in the correct way.
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1 bb_1_0:
; preds = %bb_1_1
2 %C7 = bitcast i32** %ret_value1 to i32*
3 %C9 = getelementptr inbounds [10 x i8*]* @dd , i32 0, i32 0
4 %C8 = getelementptr inbounds [10 x i8*]* @dd , i32 0, i32 2
5 %C10 = call i32 @dequeue_nonblock1(i8** %C8, i8** %C9, i32* %C7)
6 store i32 %C10 , i32* %retdq_1
7 br label %bb_1_1
8
9 bb_1_1:
; preds = %bb5_1_1 , %bb_1_0
10 %C13 = load i32* %retdq_1
11 %C14 = icmp eq i32 %C13 , 1
12 br i1 %C14 , label %bb_1_0 , label %bb_1_2
13
14 bb_1_2:
; preds = %bb_1_1
15 %C16 = load i32* %C7
16 store i32 %C16 , i32* %t39_1
17 br label %bb1_1
Figure 4-16: Intermediate representation of the code that is used to call the dequeue function
For each slice there is a communication buffer associated with it. The first thread (which
represents the first stage DSWP) will put the communicated data in n buffers and each
slice retrieves a copy from the buffer that is allocated to it.
initial communication: The second type of communication is the initial one where live-in
variables, those defined outside the loop body and used inside it that are not global
variables, need to be communicated. However, these variables are not going to affect the
execution time of DSWP because it just happens once before calling the first thread. In
addition, the initial value of the loop induction variable has to be reset. That is, this
variable is defined and its initial value set outside the loop basic blocks, but it has to be
redefined and reset inside the first stage DSWP thread.
final communication: The third type is a final communication where at the end of the sec-
ond stage (there are just two stages in this work) some of the extracted slices need to
communicate their values back to the main thread. For this type of communication a new
buffer is added and also, both producer and consumer instructions have to be added at
each side. Two simple library functions have been written in C to support Fastforward
lock-free buffer enqueue, dequeue routines along with the functions library that have been
developed by Fuyao Zhao (2011) which in turn uses the pthread library.
As mentioned before a FastForward circular lock-free queue algorithm is used in this research.
In this algorithm, the data store in the buffer has been used to determined the queue state,
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1 bb_1_0:
; preds = %bb_1_1
2 %C7 = bitcast i32** %ret_value1 to i32*
3 %C9 = getelementptr inbounds [10 x i8*]* @dd , i32 0, i32 0
4 %C8 = getelementptr inbounds [10 x i8*]* @dd , i32 0, i32 2
5 %C10 = call i32 @dequeu_nonblock1(i8** %C8, i8** %C9, i32* %C7)
6 store i32 %C10 , i32* %retdq_1
7 br label %bb_1_1
8
9 bb_1_1:
; preds = %bb5_1_1 , %bb_1_0
10 %C13 = load i32* %retdq_1
11 %C14 = icmp eq i32 %C13 , 1
12 br i1 %C14 , label %bb_1_0 , label %bb_1_2
13
14 bb_1_2:
; preds = %bb_1_1
15 %C16 = load i32* %C7
16 store i32 %C16 , i32* %t39_1
17 store i32 %d, i32* %d_addr
18 %0_1 = getelementptr inbounds [1000000 x i32]* %a1 , i32 0, i32 0
19 store i32 0, i32* %0_1, align 4
20 %1_1 = getelementptr inbounds [1000000 x i32]* %b, i32 0, i32 0
21 store i32 200, i32* %1_1, align 4
22 store i32 1, i32* %i, align 4
23 br label %bb1_1
Figure 4-17: Intermediate representation of the dequeue blocks after instructions moving
instead of a control variable (head/tail). This has the advantage of reducing the overhead of
accessing the control variable.
We made adaptation to the dequeue procedure related with the termination of the consumer
thread. We decoupled the comparision of two values which are the data and flag. If the data
field is equal to NULL and the flag value does not equal 100 the consumer will execute busy
wait until this data field value equal to NULL or the value of flag is equal to 100. When both
conditions are true the consumer will stop (no more data in the queue). Further explanation
of second stage termination is illustrated in subsection 4.2.3.
Create control flow
The last step in the code generation algorithm inserts the control flow in each thread and this
can be partitioned into two parts. The first relates to the re-targeting of some of the branch
instructions in the created thread. This is because of the fact that not all the basic blocks are
going to be copied or involved in the created thread. For example, some threads have only one




3 if (NULL != buffer[head]) {
4 return 1;
5 }
6 buffer[head] = data;






3 data = buffer[tail];
4 if (NULL == data) {
5 return 1;
6 }
7 if (NULL == data )&&( flag ==100) {
8 return 2;
9 }
10 buffer[tail] = NULL;




Figure 4-18: FastForward Lock-free buffer algorithm, after (Giacomoni et al., 2008)
to redirect the branch instructions to guarantee that the constructed CFGi works like the
original program and for more clarity on this matter, see figure 4-13. A new entry block called
new_entry_1 is created and its branch instruction has to be redirected so as to make it point
to block bb_1.
Another issue related to the termination of the second stage DSWP, is that because the
loop induction variable already controls the first stage, it is necessary to use a control variable
to inform the second stage that there are no more values in the buffer and so the thread that
represents the second stage should be stopped. To this end, the dequeue and enqueue functions
has to be adapted by using a global variable called a flag with its initial value set at zero. When
the first stage finishes its work it sets the flag value at 100. The second stage checks the flag
value every time it retrieves a value from the buffer. When the value of flag equals 100 the
return value from the dequeue function is equal to 2 and at this point means the second stage
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Figure 4-19: Ending the execution slice
will finish its work as there are no more values that are going to be consume by this slice. All
the code in figure 4-19 is inserted at the end of the extracted slice and the branch instruction
in the entry block has to be redirected. Also, the branch instruction in the last inserted block
has to be re-targeted to make it point to the exit block, if the condition is true and if it is false,
the branch instruction re-directs to the block that checks the buffer to see if there is more data
to retrieve and consume by the consumer.
4.3 Compiler implementation
The DSWP/Slice technique has been implemented in the framework of the Low Level Virtual
Machine (LLVM) compiler infrastructure and with the support of the general-purpose POSIX
threading library (pthread). Our implementation operates as a pass of the LLVM compiler.
Synchronization primitives (producer and consumer) have been written as a separate exter-
nal library, which is linked with the source code at compile time, to supply the lock-free queue
abstraction. If a queue is empty, the consumer thread busy waits until a value is written into
the buffer and if a queue is full the producer busy waits until space is available.
The synchronization primitives are inserted into the program where they are used control
the storage and retrieval of values to and from the communication buffer. The program executes
sequentially until it reaches the parallelization point (the start of the chosen loop), at which
point the threads are created (the external library function “sync_delegate” is called to create
threads for each of the DSWP stages and each of the extracted slices) and each is given the
address of the function assigned to it. For each thread dependency, a buffer is allocated, so
each producer/consumer pair operates on the same buffer.
In addition, another library function is called to allocate a set of list of pointers that buffer
data entries refer to it. Each node in the list points to the memory location for a function
argument value. Thus, we avoid repeated calling the enqueue and dequeue functions for each
function argument.
4.4 Summary
This chapter has introduced the automatic implementation of the DSWP/Slice technique that
is proposed to alleviate the bad effect of the long stage DSWP using a slicing technique. Instead
of giving the whole long stage DSWP to one thread, it can be distributed across n threads,
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depending on the number of slices extracted from this stage. In consequence, better load bal-
ancing can be achieved between the DSWP stages. An adaptation of the method of Fuyao Zhao
(2011) has been created to achieve this optimisation.
This chapter started with the motivating example that illustrates the proposed methods
showing how unbalanced DSWP stages can negate any benefit from the DSWP and introduced
the slicing technique as an alternative solution to alleviate the bad effect of the long stage
DSWP in case other transformation become inapplicable. This introduction was followed by a
description of the DSWP/Slice algorithm, which consisted of three parts determining a thread
assignment, slice extraction and code generation. The first relates to dividing the loop body
between DSWP stages and involves several steps: choosing the most profitable loop for this
method by accumulating the estimated cycles necessary to execute all instructions in every
loop in the program and choosing the loop that represents the hot region or has the highest
execution time in the program. The second step builds the PDG and then constructs the DAG
graph for SCCs as well as assigned these SCCs to their thread. The second part has described
the extracting slice process.
It started with building the PDG and then the entry block of function body has been
examined as well as the slicing variables being defined. Then some of filtering process that
were applied to define the accurate numbers of the extracted slices were explained. Finally,
the third part has illustrated the process of generating code for these threads, which as with
part one also involves several stages: creating thread blocks, moving instructions, inserting





This chapter presents an evaluation of the automatic implementation for the combination
method that has been presented in chapter 4. It discusses the results obtained from applying
this technique to several programs that are suitable as case studies. Some of these programs are
artificial and the others are taken from the website (Burkardt, 2012; Pang, 1997) (The programs
used are given in appendix A). The chosen case studies can, in some cases, be parallelized using
other techniques, such as DOALL. However they are also considered here as useful examples
with which to demonstrate the applicability of our proposed method. Before starting with
evaluating the results, some details are provided about the evaluation machine in Table 5.1,
that is, it has an Intel Corei7 processor with a speed of 2.93GHz and 4GB RAM.
Table 5.1: Platform Details
Processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU
Processor speed 2.93 GHz
Processor Configuration 1 CPU, 4 Core, 2 threads per Core
L1d Cache size 32 k
L1i Cache size 32 k
L2 Cache size 256 k
L3 Cache size 8192 k
RAM 4.GB
Operating System SUSE
Compiler GCC 4.2.1 and LLVM 2.8
This chapter also shows how this method enables the automatic extraction of parallelism.
The evaluation is divided into three parts, with the first discussing the effect of the Lock-Free
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buffer technique on the performance of DSWP, the second part shows how the DSWP/Slice
technique can improve the performance of long stage DSWP with different program patterns
and finally, the third considers the effect of buffer size and slice length on the performance of
DSWP/Slice. At the end of this chapter, some comparisons between this work and that done
by Huang et al. (Huang et al., 2010) are provided and also the effect of inlining techniques on
the slicing is discussed.
5.1 Communication Overhead
In this subsection the effect of the communication overhead and the buffer size on the per-
formance of DSWP are investigated, a starting with the former. Considering the program in
figure 5-1, the aim is to execute this program by applying DSWP on the loop that takes up the
most execution time of the program.
To start with, this program is split into two parts, with each being assigned to a thread,
which are then executed as a pipeline. The first thread has the statements from lines 4–15 and
the second those from lines 17–28. The two parameters that have a vital role in improving
the performance of the DSWP technique are N and M, where the former refers to data transfer
between (in this experiments one value per iteration was transferred) threads and the latter
represents the amount of work inside each of them.
Figure 5-2 shows how changing the value of N from 1-320 iterations can improve the execution
time of DSWP compared with the sequential program. From the first iteration to the fifth the
sequential version of the program runs faster than the DSWP one, with M = 25,600 iterations
where both numbers 320 and 25,600 are sufficient to show the required behaviour. This is
because of the overhead between two threads as the second thread does not start until the first
one has finished its job. At iteration 10 the performance of the sequential program becomes
equal to the DSWP one and from the 20th iteration to the 320th the effect of overlap becomes
more obvious.
Figure 5-3 shows the amount of work that each thread has to do to improve the performance
of DSWP. The value of N is fixed to 1000 (less than 1000 the execution time is too small)
iterations and the value of M from 100 to 25,600. At M equals 800 the execution time of sequential
program is equal that of DSWP, while with a large number of M the performance of DSWP
becomes better (DSWP takes less execution time compared with the sequential program).
From both figures 5-2 and 5-3 we can notice the following points:
1- When the amount of computation inside each stage is large enough (for one iteration) the
overhead of transferring data between DSWP stages becomes inconsequential (one data
per iteration). However, this claim can not be generalised when there are many data per
iteration needing to be transferred to respect the dependency between threads. This is
because the overhead of calling the enqueue and dequeue functions many times needs to
be added.
2- Small amounts of work inside the DSWP stages, with a small number of loop iterations
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1 rows=N;




6 sum = 0;
7 for(a=1; a<10; a++)
8 sum = sum + image[i1]* mask_1[a];
9 if(sum > max)
10 sum = max;
11 if(sum < 0)
12 sum =10;






19 sum1 = 0;
20 for(a1=1; a1 <10; a1++)
21 sum1 = sum1 + image[i1] * mask_2[a1];
22 if(sum1 > max)
23 sum1 = max;
24 if(sum1 < 0)
25 sum1 = 10;




Figure 5-1: Sequential program
and also with one function argument being transferred between DSWP stages can degrade
its performance.
3- It can be seen that a high number for both N and M gives better results, because the overlap
between the loop partitions can obscure the side effect of communication overhead, as
observed in figure 5-4, where the X-axis in this figure represents the number of iterations
in the inner loop (M).
5.2 DSWP/Slice
This section presents the results that were obtained from applying a slicing technique to the long
stage DSWP. Most of the case study programs have unbalanced DSWP stages (i.e the number
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Figure 5-2: The effect of N(M=25,600) on the DSWP
Table 5.2: Case Studies Details







of instructions inside the outer loop is less than the number in the function body). Table 5.2
illustrates the amount of execution time spent inside each function and that by adding the
slicing technique a balance can be achieved
Six case study programs were used to evaluate the proposed method, three being artificial
(simple4.c, linledlist2.c and linkedlist2.c) and the other three (fft.c, pro_ 2.4.c
and test666.c) real problems. For more details about these programs see appendix A. For all
the case study programs two slices were extracted from the function body and the maximum
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Figure 5-3: The effect of M(N=1,000) on the DSWP
number of threads for these programs is four. In addition, the maximum amount of transferred
data between threads was four values for each iteration with there being different data types, for
example int value, double and struct value (e.g. linkedlist). Moreover, from experience using
these programs it was clear that heavy calculation inside the function body leads to better
results, as might be expected.
In addition to the LLVM compiler, a GCC compiler was used to implement this method
manually and subsequently, a comparison between the manual and automatic results was made.
The automatic method has two passes. The first is called the ANAL pass which carries
out some static analysis for a given case study program and traverses all the loops in program.
For each loop it accumulates a static execution time for each instruction as well as execution
time for the function body and put these results in table. The second pass is called the DSWP
pass, with the first step of this being traversing the previous table. That is, depending on this
information the DSWP pass will have the ability to chose which loop is more suitable to be
implemented with the proposed method. Two conditions have to be available in the chosen
loop. Firstly, it should have the highest execution time of all the loops and secondly, it should
have a function call inside it with the proportion of work inside this function higher than the
rest of the loop instructions altogether.
Before evaluating the results, some clarification relating to the columns heading of the
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Figure 5-4: The effect of large M(N=25600)
results tables is illustrated below:
1- Column one (iter) shows the loop iterations.
2- Column two (Seq+O) shows the results for the sequential program compiled with LLVM
(with optimization).
3- Column three (Seq-O) shows the results for the sequential program compiled with LLVM
(no optimization).
4- Column four (DSWP-Slice+O) shows the results for the program compiled with LLVM
with DSWP/Slice (with optimization).
5- Column five (DSWP-Slice-O) shows the results for the program compiled with LLVM
with DSWP/Slice (no optimization).




Iter. Seq+O Seq-O DSWP-Slice+O DSWP-Slice-O Seq-O DSWP-Slice-O DSWP-O
50 0.364 0.385 0.217 0.222 0.434 0.229 0.410
100 0.698 0.731 0.396 0.412 0.863 0.446 0.823
150 1.029 1.090 0.575 0.589 1.270 0.678 1.243
200 1.384 1.455 0.767 0.823 1.740 0.9 1.675
250 1.695 1.800 0.960 0.992 2.109 1.119 2.055
300 2.041 2.159 1.150 1.193 2.520 1.355 2.472
350 2.400 2.481 1.325 1.390 2.930 1.575 2.875
400 2.729 2.873 1.521 1.584 3.339 1.819 3.311
Table 5.3: Execution times for program simple4.c
7- Column seven (DSWP-Slice-O) shows the results for the program compiled with GCC
with DSWP/Slice (implemented manually, no optimization)
8- Column eight (DSWP-O) shows the results for the program compiled with GCC with
DSWP (implemented manually, no optimization).
Next, each of the chosen programmes is described and their performance is analysed.
5.2.1 simple4.c program
As mentioned earlier, this program is an artificial program, being made to illustrate the speed
up that can be obtained from a combination of DSWP and slicing. First, the loop body was
executed with the DSWP technique. This splits the loop into two stages: the function call
instruction (which represents the SCC has a higher latency than the other) was allocated to
the second stage DSWP and the rest of the loop SCCs to the first. Then slicing was applied to
the function body. For this, two slices were extracted from the function Fun by traversing all
variables that were allocated in the function entry block. The next step was to filter these slices
by deleting some of them that were included in others (see section 4.2.2). For the simple4.c
program two slices were extracted after the filtering process; one representing array a[ ] and
the second array a1[ ]. The number of threads was three, the first pertaining to the producer
and the second and third the consumers. Also, two buffers are used to transfer data from the
former to the latter.
Table 5.3 presents the manual and automatic results with different numbers of iterations.
Columns 3 and 5 represent the execution time of the sequential and parallelized (LLVM-DSWP-
Slice) versions of the simple4.c program, respectively. They show that the automated method
gives ≈ 1.75 speed-up compared to the sequential one in the LLVM environment without
optimization. By comparing the execution time of column 2 with columns 4 and 5 it can
be seen that the execution times of the LLVM-DSWP-Slice+O and LLVM-DSWP-Slice-O are
better than the sequential version with optimization in the LLVM environment.
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Figure 5-5: Loop speed-up with three threads for simple4.c program
Columns 6, 7 and 8 represent the manual results for the execution time for the sequential
program, execution time after applying the slicing technique to the DSWP and the execution
time for DSWP without slicing, respectively, under the GCC environment. It is observed that
DSWP alone does not give a noticeable speed-up, only ≈ 1.09, whilst it becomes ≈ 1.9 after
applying the slicing technique.
Figure 5-5 shows loop speed-up using DSWP/Slice. For this figure it can be seen that from
iterations (50-400) the performance of DSWP-Slice (manual and automatic with or without
optimization) is better than the sequential version and also shows a good improvement over
DSWP alone with GCC. Moreover, there are no big differences in the execution time between
the optimized and unoptimized one in the LLVM environment, whereas both are better than
the unoptimized one in the GCC environment.
5.2.2 linkedlist.c program
The second program is also an artificial one that is traversing a linked list and has two versions.
1- The first is linked2.c that has a function that does not return values to the candidate
loop, two slice were extracted. The first slice represented array b1[ ] and the second was
array b2[ ]. The number of threads is three, the first pertaining to the producer and the
second and third the consumers. The value of x represents the number of nodes in the
linked list being traversed (from 5-35) and the value of z represents the number of nodes
in the inner linked list. The value of z was set to 1,000 for the first experiment and then
this was changed to 2,000 (it is enough to show an improvement) for the second. Also,
two buffers were used to transfer one value from the producer to the consumers.
( i ) First experiment result (linked2-exp1.c)
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Iter. Seq+O Seq-O DSWP-Slice+O DSWP-Slice-O Seq-O DSWP-Slice-O DSWP-O
5 0.151 0.157 0.105 0.110 0.153 0.104 0.188
10 0.320 0.330 0.190 0.200 0.330 0.210 0.369
15 0.487 0.493 0.283 0.290 0.520 0.312 0.545
20 0.637 0.660 0.354 0.370 0.705 0.407 0.733
25 0.811 0.830 0.439 0.460 0.870 0.505 0.909
30 0.975 1.002 0.530 0.560 1.056 0.607 1.090
35 1.135 1.172 0.620 0.650 1.245 0.710 1.265
Table 5.4: Execution times for program linked2-exp1.c (without returning value)
Figure 5-6: linkedlist2-exp1.c program
Table 5.4 shows the improvement that is achieved from the linkedlist program with
the method employed (experiment 1). Columns 3 and 5 represent the execution times
for the sequential and LLVM-DSWP-Slice versions, respectively of the linked2.c
and illustrate that the automated method gives ≈ 1.8 speed-up compared with the
sequential one in the LLVM environment without optimization. Similar to the pre-
vious program, the execution time of the LLVM-DSWP-Slice with optimization is
better than the Seq+O one. Regarding manual execution in the GCC environment,
as shown in columns 6, 7 and 8, the DSWP performance is worse than the sequential
one (because the amount of work in the first thread is very little compared with the
second stage), while the speed-up becomes ≈ 1.75 after applying slicing. Figure 5-6
shows loop speed-up using the DSWP/Slice technique. In this figure it can be seen
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Iter. Seq+O Seq-O DSWP-Slice+O DSWP-Slice-O Seq-O DSWP-Slice-O DSWP-O
5 0.550 0.559 0.307 0.320 0.600 0.393 0.721
10 1.194 1.227 0.651 0675 1.290 0.780 1.442
15 1.850 1.900 0.985 1.025 2.002 1.165 2.130
20 2.491 2.545 1.332 1.390 2.720 1.550 2.860
25 3.134 3.225 1.659 1.737 3.459 1.925 3.560
30 3.794 3.915 2.100 2.011 4.153 2.340 4.304
35 4.475 4.592 2.330 2.433 4.838 2.710 5.007
Table 5.5: Execution times for program linked2-exp2.c (without returning value)
Figure 5-7: linkedlist2-exp2.c program
that with a small iterations count (5) the execution time of DSWP-Slice (with or
without optimization) is approximately close to the execution time of the sequential
program, while the difference between them becomes clearer with higher iterations
(15-35). Also there is no significant difference between the manual DSWP-Slice and
the automatic one.
( ii ) Second experiment result (linked2-exp2.c)
For the second experiment, the value of z was set at 2,000. By comparing the results
in column 5 in the tables ( 5.5 and 5.4), it can be seen that the speed-up is ≈ 1.92,
which is higher than for the previous experiment(≈ 1.8 with z=1,000). That is, a
better result can be achieved with a larger amount of calculations inside each slice,
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Iter. Seq+O Seq-O DSWP-Slice+O DSWP-Slice-O Seq-O DSWP-Slicing-O DSWP-O
5 0.150 0.156 0.106 0.110 0.160 0.111 0.188
10 0.321 0.331 0.192 0.202 0.335 0.210 0.369
15 0.490 0.502 0.282 0.295 0.530 0.299 0.545
20 0.658 0.667 0.360 0.386 0.710 0.408 0.733
25 0.815 0.855 0.465 0.483 0.880 0.507 0.909
30 0.980 1.008 0.540 0.570 1.065 0.611 1.090
35 1.151 1.176 0.629 0.655 1.250 0.712 1.265
Table 5.6: Execution times for program linkedlist3.c (with returning value)
Figure 5-8: linkedlist3.c program
as illustrated in figure 5-7.
2- The second version of the linkedlist program has a function that returns values to the
candidate loop.
In this case the second stage DSWP represents the function body together with the SCCs
that have data dependency with it. After applying the slicing technique to the function
body, the number of extracted slices is two and the number of worker threads four. The
first represents the producer and the second and third the consumers. Also, the slice
that returns a value to the loop body plays the part of a producer providing value to the
fourth thread. Moreover, another buffer is added so the total number is three. Table 5.6
illustrates how the extra thread and buffer can affect the execution time of the linkedlist
program. By comparing the results in column 5 in the tables 5.6 and table 5.4, it is found
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Iter. Seq+O Seq-O DSWP-Slice+O DSWP-Slice-O Seq-O DSWP-Slice-O DSWP-O
5 0.370 0.702 0.396 0.406 0.700 0.310 0.558
10 0.730 1.375 0.765 0.780 1.391 0.690 1.244
15 1.080 2.058 1.130 1.155 2.078 1.069 1.934
20 1.430 2.750 1.488 1.532 2.770 1.453 2.625
30 2.133 4.106 2.240 2.272 4.130 2.214 3.972
40 2.830 5.474 2.930 3.013 5.530 2.954 5.390
Table 5.7: Execution times for program fft.c
Figure 5-9: fft.c program
that the extra thread and buffer do not have a significant effect on the execution time.
Figure 5-8 shows loop speed-up of linkedlist3.c using the DSWP/Slicing technique
5.2.3 fft.c program
The third program computes the Discrete Fourier transform, which was generalized to make
it work with N functions with NMAX=1024 and MMAX=8. The outer loop was given to the first
thread and the DFT function to the second. After applying the slicing technique to the second
stage, which represented long stage DSWP, two slices were extracted from the function body,
the first pertaining to the real part, gr[ ], and the second the imaginary one, gi[ ]. The
number of threads was three with two communication buffers.
By considering table 5.7 showing the results obtained by the automatic and manual im-
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Iter. Seq-O Seq+O DSWP-Slice-O DSWP-Slice+O Seq-O DSWP-Slice-O DSWP-O
5 0.088 0.052 0.066 0.055 0.083 0.042 0.058
10 0.153 0.080 0.100 0.081 0.153 0.077 0.103
15 0.227 0.110 0.130 0.108 0.220 0.101 0.145
20 0.290 0.140 0.153 0.134 0.292 0.134 0.188
25 0.353 0.170 0.180 0.150 0.365 0.168 0.230
30 0.419 0.198 0.217 0.179 0.450 0.210 0.275
Table 5.8: Execution times for program pro-2.4.c
plementation of the sequential and DSWP/Slice versions, it can be seen how the imbalance
of long stage DSWP can affect performance in that that for DSWP is very close to that for
the sequential program. Columns 3 and 5 illustrate the execution times for the sequential and
LLVM-DSWP-Slice versions of the fft.c program and reveal that the automated method gives
≈ 1.79 speed-up when compared with the sequential program in an LLVM environment without
optimization.
Taking columns 6 and 7 in the GCC environment, it can be seen that DSWP alone does
not give a noticeable speed-up, only ≈ 1.2, while this becomes ≈ 1.94 after applying slicing.
Figure 5-9 shows loop speed-up using the DSWP/Slice technique. Even with a small number
of iterations (5) the performance of the unoptimized version of LLVM-DSWP-Slice-O is better
than the unoptimized sequential program; however, its performance is close to the optimized
sequential one and it stays steady through other iterations.
5.2.4 pro-2.4.c program
This fourth program computes the derivative of N functions. F1 represents the first derivative,
F2 the second, D1 is the error in F1 and D2 is that in F2. Similar to the previous program two
main slices were extracted from the function body after giving the function body to the second
stage DSWP. Some adaptations were added to the program in that it was generalized so as to
make it work with N number of functions. A value of NMAX = 100,000 was set with a value of
M varying between M=5 and M=30. Table 5.8 gives the manual and automatic execution times
for the sequential, DSWP and DSWP/Slice applications.
The obtained results from the sequential and DSWP/Slicing versions show that the auto-
mated method gives ≈ 1.8 speed-up as compared with the sequential program in the LLVM
environment without optimization (see columns 2 and 4 in the table 5.8). Columns 3 and 5
show that the performance of DSWP-Slice+O improves over Seq+O with a high number of
iterations, which means that the LLVM optimization can have a noticeable affect with a small
number of iterations. Under the GCC environment, as columns 6 and 7 show, the speed-up
becomes ≈ 2.2 after applying the slicing technique while it is 1.5 after applying the DSWP
alone because of long stage DSWP. Figure 5-10 shows loop speed-up of the pro-2.4.c program
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Figure 5-10: pro-2.4.c program
LLVM GCC
Iter. Seq-O Seq+O DSWP-Slice-O DSWP-Slice+O Seq-O DSWP-Slice-O DSWP-O
2 0.135 0.125 0.119 0.115 0.370 0.272 0.304
5 0.215 0.194 0.173 0.140 0.628 0.420 0.483
7 0.250 0.220 0.190 0.150 0.875 0.602 0.667
9 0.360 0.235 0.260 0.227 1.140 0.775 0.866
11 0.410 0.366 0.263 0.230 1.387 0.954 1.046
13 0.523 0.463 0.366 0.306 1.651 1.115 1.242
Table 5.9: Execution times for program test0697.c
using the DSWP/Slice technique.
5.2.5 test0697.c program
This program computes the spherical harmonics function, which is used in many physical
problems ranging from the computation of atomic electron configuration to the representation
of the gravitational and magnetic fields of planetary bodies. It has two function calls inside
the loop body. The first, called the spherical-harmonic-value, gives the initial value to the
second function argument, with this function being called the spherical-harmonic. The loop
was divided into two parts, depending on the instruction latency execution time. The second
function call, which represents the spherical-harmonic computation was allocated to the second
thread, whilst the rest of the loop body containing the first function call is assigned to the first
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Figure 5-11: Loop speed-up with three threads for test0697.c
program
thread Subsequently, two slices, c[ ] and s[ ], were extracted from the second function call by
applying slicing technique on this part alone. With high values (40000) of L and M the execution
time of this combination is better than for the sequential program. The number of threads was
three with two communication buffers and the number of transferred function arguments was
four.
The results obtained by automatic and manual implementation for the sequential and DSW-
P/Slice versions, show that the former method gives ≈ 1.4 speed-up compared with the se-
quential program in the LLVM environment without optimization (see columns 2 and 4 in the
table 5.9). Also, comparing columns 3 and 5 it is clear that the performance of DSWP-Slice+O
(with optimization) is better than that for Seq+O. Moreover, columns 6 and 7 under the GCC
environment show that the speed-up becomes ≈ 1.5 after applying the slicing technique, while
that for DSWP alone is only ≈ 1.3.
5.3 Buffer size and Slice length
In this subsection the effect of the buffer size on the performance of DSWP is examined, for
which the same program as in figure 5-1 was employed. However this time the value of N was
fixed to 1,000 and M to 10,000 and the only parameter changed was the buffer size. That is,
it varied between 10 and 1,000, with the execution time of the program being only slightly
changed during the execution (2 to 5 ms) which is attributable to the construction of the longer




Iter. Seq+O Seq-O DSWP-Slice+O DSWP-Slice-O Seq-O DSWP-Slice-O
10 0.670 0.694 0.687 0.690 0.780 0.760
50 0.341 0.360 0.365 0.365 0.393 0.379
100 0.670 0.694 0.687 0.690 0.780 0.760
200 1.322 1.375 1.410 1.432 1.561 1.506
300 1.980 2.060 2.145 2.159 2.336 2.599
400 2.628 2.700 2.877 2.897 3.160 3.727
500 3.290 3.425 3.610 3.630 3.900 4.841
Table 5.10: Execution times for program simple4.c
Next, the effect of unequal length slices on the performance of the proposed method is
investigated. To this end, a modified version of the simple4.c program with two extracted slices
was used, with the length of one of the slices being small and that of the second being close to
the length of the original function. The table 5.3 shows the results obtained in the LLVM and
GCC environments. By comparing the results in column 5 with those in column 3, it is observed
that in the LLVM environment unequal slices make the performance of the proposed method
worse than for the sequential method, while the table 5.3 shows that the balanced slices (the
slices that have approximately the same amount of work) provide noticeable speed-up. The
reason for this is that the number of instructions inside one of the extracted slices is very close
to the number in the original function body and after adding the producer instructions to the
extracted slice this will make the number of instructions in the extracted slice higher than that
in the original function. In addition to this reason, there is the time that this slice needs to
retrieve data from the buffer. Taken together these two factors will add more execution time
to the extracted slice. The same thing happens in the GCC environment and the performance
worsens with a high number of iterations.
Determining the perfect length of a slice is a difficult process and from many experiments,
it is concluded that there are three parameters that have a big impact on choosing the right
one:
• The presence in the slice of instructions with high execution times or the use of math
library functions such as sin, cos, etc.
• The presence in the slice of a loop with a large iteration count.
• Slice length – which only matters in the presence of the first two – which should be
between a half and three quarters of the length of the original function body.
Another problem with the backward slice is where in some cases most of program will
represent one slice. This problem can mitigate against the potential parallelism that can be
extracted from function body. As illustrated by Weiser (1983), who showed that the average
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Figure 5-12: Loop speed-up with three threads for simple4.c pro-
gram
length of extracted backward slices for three programs is equal to 58% ( compared with the
program length) and this percentage will be increased to reach 100% in the worst case.
5.4 Discussion
In this section two issues are discussed, the first one concerns comparing the proposed method
with other work and the second relates to studying the effect of inlining on the proposed method.
5.4.1 comparing result
This subsection introduces a comparison between the proposed method and the work that
has been presented by Huang et al. (2010), in which they tried to parallelize DSWP long
stages using different parallelizing techniques. Moreover, it is demonstrated how this new
DSWP/Slice combination provides a new alternative in the cases where the previous methods
become inapplicable and also that the approach presented here can increase the scalability of
DSWP.
Taking the example in figure 5-13, it can be seen that the loop carried dependency in stage 1
is manifest, while that in stage 3 depends on the input. The aforementioned authors proposed
three techniques to parallelize these stages: DOALL, LOCALWRITE and SpecDOALL. Be-
cause stage 2 has no loop carried dependency (the existence of loop carried dependency makes
the DOALL inapplicable), they used DOALL as a suitable strategy to parallelize stage 2, which


















2 node = consume (Q[1 ,2]);
3 if(!node) break;
4 index= calc(node ->data
5 ,arr[ ]);




2 node = consume (Q[1 ,3]);
3 if(!node) break;





Figure 5-13: DSWP stages adapted from (Huang et al., 2010)
For stage 3, which comprises the statement density[index] = update_density(density[index],
node->data), they chose the LOCALWRITE and SpecDOALL as suitable parallelizing strate-
gies for this stage. LOCALWRITE is a parallelizing method for irregular reduction where the
elements that need to be reduced are not located in consecutive order. It works by partitioning
the array into blocks and assigning the ownership of each to a different thread. LOCALWRITE
has two flaws, which result in this technique performing poorly:
1- In most cases studies in this work, this method require the availability of an array and
an ownership checker to be inserted which has to be executed every time a new index is
generated and the checker output decides which thread is executed.
2- Redundant computation, which has a significant negative effect on performance
The third method that has been used as an alternative to LOCALWRITE is speculative
DOALL. As mentioned earlier, there are two loop carried dependencies in this statement, the
first one between array density[index] with itself and the second one is node->data with the
previous one. To start with the statement density[index] is executed using SpecDOALL, by
giving this stage to two threads and executing both of them using SpecDOALL (each thread
executes a different iteration). If the value of the index for both iterations is different then
there is no problem, and both can be executed speculatively. However the problem arises if the
index for both iterations has the same values, which means the output of the second thread will
be wrong (misspeculation). Furthermore the second thread needs to re-execute after the first
one has finished. This scenario looks fine if this type of dependency rarely happens, however,
excessive miss-peculation will cause a problem, for the overhead of misspeculation recovery can
negate any benefits of parallelization.
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Because of all these drawbacks, it is contended that the proposed combination in this thesis
is an alternative that is effective in some cases when the existing methods are inapplicable.
That is, even with the presence of loop carried dependency, under the technique put forward,
if there is enough work inside the function body that covers the time communication overhead
then it will be effective.
5.4.2 Inlining effect
Another issue relates to the inlining technique and how performing this on the function body
inside the DSWP stages can affect the slicing technique. This effect on the backward slicing
can be explained using the example in figure 5.14(a). The main program in this example has
two function calls where the do_cal function represents the long stage DSWP. After inlining
the do_cal function inside the second stage DSWP, the body of the called function will be
substituted with the actual call to that function and also if the variables named in the called
function are distinct from the caller, the compiler needs to rewrite this piece of code so as to
capture the semantics of the parameters of the function without altering the original parameters
passed to it. Figure 5.14(a) shows the original code before applying inlining and figure 5.14(b)
what this loop looks like after applying the inlining technique. From this figure it can be
seen that it is difficult to extract three slices after applying inlining. The last statement k[i]
= c[i]+s[i]+d[i] gathers all arrays, c[i], s[i] and d[i], into one statement. So if the
intention is to slice k[i], then all three arrays c[i], s[i] and d[i] will be involved in the
extracted slice, but only one slice is extracted from this part.
In addition to these concerns, applying inlining makes the program code bigger and de-
grades the program performance by increasing the page fault and cache misses (Dr.Dobb’s,
2002). From the preceding discussion it can be concluded that applying slicing techniques for
DSWP stages in the presence of inlining can reduce the probability of extracting more than one
slice from these stages and that therefore inlining and slicing within DSWP does not work well.
Moreover, it is observed that all the methods described above (DOALL, SpecDOALL, LOCAL-
WRITE) have their advantages and disadvantages and perform better or worse depending on
the characteristics of the program, whereas the DSWP/Slice approach is effective in all of the
scenarios explored with the above methods, as long as good slices are available (see section 5.3).
5.5 Summary
This chapter has presented both manually and automatically acquired results from applying
the DSWP/Slice combination to a set of case studies. It started by explaining the evolution
of this technique according to three aspects. The first pertained to the effect of the Lock-Free
buffer technique on the performance of DSWP; this showed that the effect of the software
implementation of lock-free buffer will be low if there are large amounts of computations inside
the DSWP stages otherwise it will be noticeable. Also the small amount of work can cause
poor-performance even with one function argument transfer between DSWP stages and with
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small amounts of loop iterations. Moreover, the presence of a large amount of work in these
stages can gave good performance even with large loop iterations.
Whilst the second showed how the DSWP/Slice technique can improve the performance of
long stage DSWP with different program patterns. The amount of speed-up that is obtained for
the first five programs on average was ≈ 1.78 while for the last one it was ≈ 1.4 (measured with
disabling the LLVM optimization), while for the optimized versions the speed-up, on average,
was ≈ 1.45. Finally, the third aspectwas with regards to the effect of buffer size and slice
length on the performance of the DSWP/Slice, which shown the buffer size does not have any
significant effect on DSWP performance.
Through our experiments that have been done before, it is observed there are three factors
that have a big impact on choosing the right slice. These are: (i) the availability of instructions
that have high execution time or some of the maths library in the extract slices, (ii) there is
a loop inside the extract slice and, (iii) the length of extracted slices have to be between 50%
and 75% of the original program length.
Subsequently, the proposed method was compared with the work in (Huang et al., 2010)
that tried to parallelize DSWP long stages using different techniques: DOALL, LOCALWRITE
and SpecDOALL. It was shown that all these methods can perform better or worse depending
on the characteristics of the program, whilst as long as good slices are available, the method
presented in this work can deliver good performance.
Finally, the last part of this chapter demonstrated the effect of the inlining technique on the
proposed method, where, according to previous discussion, it shown that applying the slicing
technique after inlining function body in the long stage DSWP reduces the chances of extracting
more than one slice. This means there is no improvement achieved from inlining the function
body in this stage.
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1 do_cal(int l1,int m1 ,
2 double c[],double s[],double d[])
3 .....
























28 initial (&n_data ,&l,&m);
29
30 if(n_data ==0)







2 /* add and unify the passing
3 parameters and the function
4 parameters of the function
5 entry block to the loop




10 // -------- first stage DSWP
11 for(i=0;i<13;i++)
12 {
13 initial (&n_data ,&l,&m);
14 if(n_data ==0)
15 {printf("the n_data equal zero");
16 }
17
18 // -------- second stage DSWP
19 /* ------ start call function */
20
21 int l,int m;
22 double c[],double s[],double d[];
23 ......
























Figure 5-14: Sequential version of program before and after inlining
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Directions
The multi-core computing system promises to be the most powerful means to deliver more
performance in the near future, as the most obvious outcome of increasing transistors density.
The correctness of this assumption depends on how well the application can be parallelized.
The task of producing an efficient sequential program is challenging and error prone. Although
converting a sequential program to a parallel one by the professional programmer can deliver
more parallelism, it costs a lot of effort and time. Moreover, programming is already a complex
task and expert programmers are not always available. In addition, this solution does not
work well with the large body of existing sequential programs. On the other hand, automatic
parallelization has proved to be an effective alternative that can reduce the cost and time,
whilst at the same guaranteeing the correctness of the resulting code.
This thesis introduces the idea of DSWP applied in conjunction with slicing, by splitting
up loops into new loops that are amenable to slicing. Also, it is shown that the DSWP/Slice
combination provides a new alternative in cases where the previous methods that have been
used in DSWP+ (Huang et al., 2010) such as DOALL, SepcDOALL, etc., are inapplicable.
Furthermore automatic implementation of the proposed method, based on the work that
has been carried out by Fuyao Zhao (2011), that is used to alleviate the bad effect of the long
stage DSWP using the slicing technique has been introduced. Instead of giving the whole long
stage of DSWP that comprise the function body to one thread, it can be distributed across n
threads, depending on the number of extracted slices from this stage. In consequence, better
load balancing can be achieved between the DSWP stages. This combination is particularly
effective when the whole long stage comprises a function body.
An evaluation of this technique for six programs with a range of dependence patterns leads
to considerable performance gains on a Core-i7 870 machine with 4-core/8-threads. The results
obtained from an automatic implementation that show that the proposed method can give a
factor of up to 1.8 speed up compared with the original sequential code.
Moreover, this dissertation investigates the effect of the communication overhead on the
performance of DSWP by using Lock-free buffer and it demonstrates that there is inverse
proportionality between the amount of computation inside each stage and the communication
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overhead which becomes insignificant when there is heavy computation inside the DSWP stages.
This communication overhead can negate any benefit from DSWP when there is only a small
amount of work inside the DSWP stages even with small loop iterations and one function
argument transferred between these stages.
Furthermore this study analyses the effect of unequal length slices on the performance of
the proposed method where determining the perfect length of a slice is a difficult process and
from many experiments it is concluded that there are three factors that have a big impact on
choosing the right one namely: (i) the availability of instruction that have high execution time
or some of the maths library in the extracted slices, (ii) there is a loop inside the extracted
slice, (iii) in the case of extraction of two slices, we have established that the extracted slices
should be between 50% and 75% of the original program. The case of the larger numbers of
slices and their effective length remain a question for farther research.
Finally, the work that has been carried out by (Fuyao Zhao, 2011) is employed as basis for
automating the DSWP/Slice combination. Some adaptations are added to make it a suitable
for the proposed method.
From all the above it can be concluded that this thesis has proposed and automated a
new combination, designed to improve the performance of the long stage of DSWP. Whilst this
work shows that the performance of DSWP alone does not tend to give impressive improvement,
however, it shines when the DSWP is coupled with Slicing techniques.
6.1 Future Directions
While the two combination method presented in this dissertation shows significant advantage,
however there is much to work to be done in respect of improving the combination to deliver
more parallelism. This section discuss some further research directions related to the these
methods.
1- Firstly, the aim to increase the potential parallelism that can be extracted from the
long stage DSWP. One of major issues with backward slicing is the longest critical path
(slice) that creates a limit on parallelism. Insight from (Wang et al., 2009) suggests that
parallelism can be increased (number of extracted slices) by combining loop unrolling with
backward slicing in the presence of loop carried dependencies as mentioned in section 3.1.8.
That is they show that applying loop unrolling to a long critical part of backward slice can
break a long dependency cycle into smaller independent cycles where this can increase
the usable parallelism. Also, to reduce significantly the length of critical path of the
parallel slices, speculation can be exploited to cut rare dependences, and as a result well-
designed program transformations can be used to expose parallelism. Based on (Wang
et al., 2009) two types of speculation were applied to cut rare dependencies which are
memory control and branch prediction speculation . To illustrate how speculation works
look at the example in figure 6-1. Without speculation the whole program will construct



























































Figure 6-1: Speculation Example (Wang et al., 2009)
in figure 6.1(b). Furthermore if the branch instruction in line 6 executes rarely then this
branch will be cut and the instruction will be moved to the exit region as illustrated
in figure 6.1(c). Moreover, if the branch instruction in line 4 is highly predictable this
instruction can stop being executed and moved from the critical slice as can seen in
figure 6.1(d)
2- There is still the need to test the implementation introduced in this work more on complex
programs, across multiple platforms. This can reassure the correctness of the automatic
implementation for wide range of programs and also providing better comparative analysis
between this method that depends on software implementation and other methods that
use hardware support to implement the DSWP.
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Table 6.1: Third Program Execution Time
Program Name. Execution type Time(ms). No. of thread
Just.c serial 0.369 1
Dswpjust.c using DSWP 0.198 3
Justslice.c using SLICE 0.197 2
DswpjustDoall.c using DSWP+DOALL 0.108 5
dswpjustDoallSlice.c (DSWP + DOALL+SLICE) 0.078 9
3- The effect of the memory coherence on the performance of the proposed method needs to
be studied. As mentioned in the subsection 3.2.4 the solution that has been introduced
by Raman et al. (2008) can be adapted to make two threads work on different cache
lines. Moreover the method that has been presented by Chen et al. (2010) could also
be employed. To avoid memory traffic, they introduced a cache-friendly approach. This
approach communicates the dependency between threads through introducing a C++
template class called QueueBuffer as a lock-free, cache friendly software queue designed
for DSWP. Two data members for this class have been declared as order atomic by using
the Intel Threading Building Blocks library template class atomic<T>. Chen et al.
(2010) try to execute two operations, the first checking of the availability of empty space
in the queue and the second writing data in this space, without any interrupts. As a
consequence the second thread has no right to access the queue until the first one finishes
its work (checking and writing data). Also they try to avoid the false sharing problem
by enqueueing or dequeueing multiple data elements at one time that their size in total
equal a multiple of the cache-line size.
4- In addition, we can increased the scalability of the proposed method by adding slicing
technique to the DSWP stage that has been transformed earlier by DOALL technique.
So the new combination will be DSWP+DOALL+Slice. Through our manual experiment
we observed that this combination can increase scalability of the DOALL technique and
decrease the execution time for each iteration. So from the table 6.1 we get 0.108ms by
execution this program using (DSWP + DOALL) and 0.078ms by executed this program
using (DSWP + DOALL + Slice).
However, more analysis and comparison are needed to decide which one of these two cases
is better or more effective for a machine that has a limited number of threads :
1- Increasing number of loop iterations chunks to make it equal to the number of
available threads without applying slicing.
2- Or reducing these loop iteration chunks with application of slicing.
Finally, as the number of cores is continuously increasing, good usages for these cores by the
programs are needed. As we mentioned earlier that we believed automatic thread extraction
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techniques are the best way to reach this goal and therefore that there remains much to be
gained from continued exploration of automatic parallelization. In conclusion this dissertation
has shown that the combination of slicing with a decoupled software pipeline has significant
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1 fun(int d) {
2 int a1 [1000000] ,b[1000000];
3 int i;
4 a1 [0]=0;
5 b[0] = 200;
6 for (i = 1; i < d; i++) {
7 a1[i-1]= cos(i);
8 a1[i] = a1[i -1]+((i*i)/100)*2;
9 a1[i]=a1[i]+ sin(i);
10 b[i-1]= sin(i);




15 int main() {






















7 struct _list1 *next1;
8 };
9 typedef struct _list1 list1;
10 struct _reco {
11 int data;
12 list1 *right ;
13 struct _reco *next;
14 };
15 typedef struct _reco reco;
16 reco *p,*q, *p1 ,*p2;




















36 list1 * makelist2(int x)
37 {

















55 void calculate(reco *d)
56 {
57 list1 *p11;
58 double a[100000] ,a1 [100000];
59 int i,vll;
60 double sum=0;





66 if(p11 ->data >0)
67 {










































6 struct _list1 *next1;
7 };
8 typedef struct _list1 list1;
9 struct _reco {
10 int data;
126
11 list1 *right ;
12 struct _reco *next;
13 };
14 typedef struct _reco reco;
15
16 reco *p,*q, *p1 ,*p2;


















35 double calculate(reco *d)
36 {
37 list1 *p11;
38 double a[20000] ,a1 [20000];
39 int i;
40 double sum=0;





46 if(p11 ->data >0)
47 {

















64 list1 * makelist2(int x)
65 {













































3 #define NMAX 1024
4 #define MMAX 8
5 int n = NMAX;
6 int m = MMAX;
7 double fr [100][ NMAX],fi [100][ NMAX];
8 double f0,h,rn;




13 pi =4* atan (1);
14 x1 =2*pi /2056;
15 for (i = 0; i < n; ++i)
16 {
17 gr[i] = 0;
18 gi[i] = 0;
19 for (j = 0; j < n; ++j)
20 {
21 q = x1*j*i;
22 gr[i] = gr[i]+fr[x][j]*cos(q)+fi[x][j]*sin(q);
23 gi[i] = gi[i]+fi[x][j]*cos(q)-fr[x][j]*sin(q);
129
24 }
25 gr[i] = f0*gr[i];





31 int i,x,x1 ,i1;
32 double xm;
33 h = 1.0/(n-1);
34 rn = n;
35 f0 = 1/sqrt(rn);
36 for(x=0;x<15;x++)
37 {
38 for (i = 0; i < n; ++i)
39 {
40 xm = h*x;
41 fr[x][i] = sin(xm)*(1-xm);








3 #define NMAX 100000








12 for (i = 1; i < n-1; ++i)
13 {
14 f1[j][i] = (f[j][i+1]-f[j][i -1])/(2*h);
130
15 f2[j][i] = (f[j][i+1] -2*f[j][i]+f[j][i -1])/(h*h);
16 }
17 f1[j][0] = 2*f1[j][1]-f1[j][2];
18 f1[j][n-1] = 2*f1[j][n-2]-f1[j][n-3];
19 f2[j][0] = 2*f2[j][1]-f2[j][2];
20 f2[j][n-1] = 2*f2[j][n-2]-f2[j][n-3];
21 for (i=0; i < n; ++i)
22 {
23 d1[i] = f1[j][i]-cos(x[j][i]);





29 pi = 4*atan (1);
30 n = NMAX;
31 m =M;
32 h = pi/(2*(n-1));
33 int i,j;
34 for (j=0; j < m; ++j)
35 {
36 for (i=0; i < n; ++i)
37 {
38 x[j][i] = h*i;
39 f[j][i] = sin(x[j][i]);
40 f1[j][i] = 0;









4 #define N_MAX 15
5 #define MAX1 500000
6 double phi_vec[N_MAX];
131
7 double theta_vec[N_MAX] ;
8 double yi_vec[N_MAX] ;
9 double yr_vec[N_MAX];
10 int l_vec[N_MAX ];
11 int m_vec[N_MAX ];
12 double k=0.5;
13 void spherical_harmonic_values( int *n_data , int *l,
14 int *m,double *theta , double *phi , double *yr , double *yi )
15 {
16 int j;
17 if ( *n_data < 0 )
18 {* n_data = 0;}
19 *n_data = *n_data + 1;
20 if ( N_MAX < *n_data )
21 { *n_data = 0;
22 *l = 0;
23 *m = 0;
24 *theta = 0.0;
25 *phi = 0.0;
26 *yr = 0.0;
27 *yi = 0.0;
28 }
29 else
30 { *l = l_vec [*n_data -1];
31 *m = m_vec [*n_data -1];
32 *theta =theta_vec [*n_data -1];
33 *phi = phi_vec [*n_data -1];
34 *yr = yr_vec [*n_data -1];




39 void spherical_harmonic ( int l, int m,
40 double theta , double phi )
41 {








49 double pi = 3.141592653589793;
50 double somx2;
51 double value ,value1;
52 m_abs = abs ( m );
53 x=cos(theta );
54 plm = ( double * ) malloc ( ( l + 1 ) * sizeof ( double ) );
55 if ( m_abs < 0 )
56 {
57 // fprintf ( stderr , "\n" );
58 // fprintf ( stderr , "LEGENDRE_ASSOCIATED_NORMALIZED
59 // - Fatal error!\n" );
60 // fprintf ( stderr , " Input value of M is %d\n", m );
61 // fprintf ( stderr , " but M must be nonnegative .\n" );
62 exit ( 1 );
63 }
64
65 if ( l <m_abs )
66 {
67 // fprintf ( stderr , "\n" );
68 // fprintf ( stderr , "LEGENDRE_ASSOCIATED_NORMALIZED
69 // - Fatal error!\n" );
70 // fprintf ( stderr ," Input value of M = %d\n", m );
71 // fprintf ( stderr ," Input value of N = %d\n", n );
72 // fprintf ( stderr ," but M must be less than or
73 // equal to N.\n" );
74 exit ( 1 );
75 }
76 if ( x < -1.0 )
77 {
78 // fprintf ( stderr , "\n" );
79 // fprintf ( stderr , "LEGENDRE_ASSOCIATED_NORMALIZED
80 //- Fatal error!\n" );
81 // fprintf ( stderr ," Input value of X = %f\n", x );
82 // fprintf ( stderr ," but X must be no less than -1.\n" );
83 exit ( 1 );
84 }
85 if ( 1.0 < x )
86 {
87 // fprintf ( stderr , "\n" );
88 // fprintf ( stderr , "LEGENDRE_ASSOCIATED_NORMALIZED
133
89 // - Fatal error!\n" );
90 // fprintf ( stderr , " Input value of X = %f\n", x );
91 // fprintf ( stderr ," but X must be no more than 1.\n" );
92 exit ( 1 );
93 }
94 for ( i = 0; i <= m_abs -1; i++ )
95 {
96 plm[i] = 0.0;
97 }
98 somx2 = sqrt ( 1.0 - x * x );
99 factor = 1.0;
100 for ( i = 1; i <=m_abs; i++ )
101 {
102 plm[m_abs] = -plm[m_abs] * factor * somx2;
103 factor = factor + 2.0;
104 }
105
106 for ( i = m_abs +2; i <= l; i++ )
107 {
108 plm[i] = ( ( double ) ( 2 * i - 1 ) * x * plm[i-1]
109 + ( double ) ( - i - m_abs + 1 ) * plm[i-2] )





115 value =1; value1 =1;
116 for ( i = 1; i <= l; i++ )
117 value = value * ( double )(i);
118
119 for ( mm = m_abs; mm <= l; mm++ )
120 {
121 for ( i = 1; i <= mm + m_abs ; i++ )
122 value = value * ( double ) ( i );
123
124 for ( i = 1; i <= mm - m_abs ; i++ )
125 value = value * ( double ) ( i );
126
127 for ( i = 1; i <= mm-m_abs ; i++ )
128 value1 = value1 * ( double ) ( i );
129
134
130 factor = sqrt ( ( ( double ) ( 2 * mm + 1 )
131 * value1 )/( 4.0 * pi *value ));
132 plm[mm] = plm[mm] * factor;
133 }
134 angle = (double )(m) * phi;
135 if ( 0 <= m )
136 {
137 for ( i = 0; i <= l; i++ )
138 {
139 c[i] = plm[i] * cos ( angle );





145 for ( i = 0; i <= l; i++ )
146 {
147 c[i] = -plm[i] * cos ( angle );
148 s[i] = -plm[i] * sin ( angle );
149 }
150 }
151 free ( plm );
152 return;
153 }
154 void main ( )
155 {














170 phi_vec[j] =0.7;// random(k);
135
171 theta_vec[j] =0.1; // random(k);
172 yi_vec[j] =0.2;// random(k);
173 yr_vec[j] =0.2;// random(k);
174 }
175 n_data = 1;
176 for (i=0 ;i<13;i++ )
177 {
178 spherical_harmonic_values (&n_data ,
179 &l, &m, &theta , &phi , &yr, &yi );











This appendix contains the table of the instructions latency that we have use in the implemen-
tation chapter. This table adapted from the work that is presented by Zhao et al. (Fuyao Zhao,
2011). We keep this table as it is because of the final results will not be effected if we change
it with the Core i7 instructions latency table.
Table B.1: Instruction Latency / part 1. Adapted from (Fuyao Zhao, 2011)




















Table B.2: Instruction Latency / part 2. Adapted from (Fuyao Zhao, 2011)








Zero extend integers 1













Call function ( variable) 50
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